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destroyed brigham young Acad
emys only building late in the
academys
evening of january 271884 in this photograph students mill about the ruin the morning after
the fire salvaged were benches books musical instruments and the schools organ courtesy
BYU archives
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led by a committed principal and dedicated board of trustees the brigham
young academy survived twenty
twentyfinancially
financially difficult years without solid
fiscal resources

joy abounded at the sixty seventh annual general conference of the
church of jesus christ of latter day saints convened in the salt lake tabernacle in april 1897 after fifty years of tension between the church and the
federal government rapprochement had finally begun the government
had recently granted utah statehood after returning much of the church
property it had earlier confiscated this action had eased the church s heavy
financial burdens that had intensified over the previous decade
this conference was an especially celebratory time for trustees of the
brigham young academy the teacher training normal school brigham
young had founded in provo in 1875 since brigham s death in 1877 the
trustees had clawed for funds to keep the school from closing running
8oooo2
800
880
boo
the schools debt to 800002
8oo 002 and incurring the wrath of outstanding creditors relief was secured once articles of incorporation for the school
were prepared by church authorities and sustained by the saints the first
presidency of the church was willing to assume said indebtedness and
henceforth provide the necessary means to support and maintain said in1133
stit ution of learning 313
stitution
given the numerous challenges to the academy s existence after
brigham young s death surviving twenty years on its own seemed nothing
short of miraculous to those who had closely followed the schools history
this paper chronicles how brigham young academy survived during these
years 1877 to 1897 without a stable financial base A principal and board
of trustees energized by a charge from brigham young carried the school
through troubled times when it might have otherwise closed yet like
many nonpublic school administrators of the nineteenth century who sacrificed financially to keep their schools afloat academy officials did not
work alone 4 the school could not have survived strictly on the efforts of its
principal or trustees for at critical junctures in the school s history these
officials were dependent on the aid of those whom they petitioned academy
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abraham 0 smoot 1815 1895 was president of the board of trustees of brigham
young academy from 1875 to 1895 president joseph F smith once said smoots impact
on the academy was second only to brigham youngs courtesy BYU archives
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officials welcomed assistance from students parents church leaders citizens and even the late brigham young himself appearing in vision an entire

community enabled the trustees to pull the academy through tumultuous
times in the end the trustees believed god gave the increase i cor 36
to everyone s efforts
four periods in academy history illustrate how the trustees and printeeterer
cipal steadied the school when it teet
teetered
ered on the brink of suspending operations or closing down altogether in each case a series of critical factors
brought the academy to a crisis and academy officials acted decisively to
pull the school through more than simply fascinating dust covered episodes
from the past these events illustrate how individuals with resolve can form
communities whose collective strength can overcome trying circumstances

the academy Is created
brigham young academy was the first of three schools brigham young
founded toward the end of his life 5 his academy endowment came in
three parts the original endowment in 1875 consisted of a two story brick
schoolhouse called the lewis building after its original owner jesse W
lewis and the acre of land on which the building stood A second endowment came when he deeded to the school three acres of largely undeveloped land in the center of provo city in the summer of 1877 6 three
months later deeds for 40000 in property and bonds the largest
endowment yet were carried to brigham young s desk awaiting his signature on the very day he took fatally ill he died three days later with the
deeds unsigned and the academy trustees were left to seek substitutes for
the endowment that never materialized 7
school administrators intent on keeping the academy open at all costs
navigated the school around financial challenges the president of the brigham young academy board of trustees was abraham owen A 00. smoot
a former territorial justice of the peace and mayor of salt lake city smoot
had moved to provo in 1868 at brigham youngs request to unite local
communities north and south whose squabbling threatened to divide the
county he was immediately installed as mayor of provo city and as chief
ecclesiastical officer of utah county an area coterminous with utah stake
which was not organized until 1877 with smoot as president of ten thouSante quin 8 smoot led a board of
sand members who lived from alpine to santequin
seven trustees who were all handpicked by brigham young to manage his
school four of the seven carried the burden of their callings for twenty years
or more and none of the trustees was remunerated for his or her service 9
to the trustees brigham gave the task of preserving his highest values
a school whose standard texts were the bible book of mormon and
doctrine and covenants and whose forbidden text was any that misrepresents or speaks lightly of the divine mission of the savior or of the
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prophet joseph smith or in any way advances ideas antagonistic to the
principles of the gospel 10 echoing the rhetoric brigham young employed
to describe his endearing commitment to his prophet mentor joseph smith
smoot often told friends that he would be ashamed to face brigham
1 I11
young beyond the veil and there admit to having failed
my trust
trust11
smoot s earnestness was animated by a charge brigham young issued to
him to the other trustees and to principal karl G maeser to turn your
influence and energies to the building up of that academy and to help it
12
with your influence 1112
this influence was pivotal in keeping the academy
open and later in extending its reputation until the church was in position to redeem the school from financial insolvency

surviving after brigham youngs death

1877 1883

brigham young died on august 29
1877 two days after the beginning
291877
of the second academic year leaving the academy trustees to mingle their
tears with humble yearning to know exactly what brigham would now have

brigham young academy officials
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them do they were certain he would have the school remain open with or
without his pocketbook but now his plans for funding had not matured
brigham young had never cowered from hardship as guarantors
guaran tors of his
wishes neither would these trustees so the school continued limping out
its next four terms or forty weeks until the end of the academic year in
june 1878
the academy trustees could suddenly no longer afford a dr williams
linguist and classical scholar hired shortly before brigham died to teach
instrumental music and complement the salaried faculty of four 13 somehow they wriggled free of the contract and instead hired james daniels a
local journeyman for 5050 a year 14 the trustees may have counted this
savings large but a tuition total of just 1700 for the 1878 79 school year
allowed them to pay faculty only 60 percent of full salary 155
tuition alone could never cover all the academy s expenses but higher
enrollment would have helped at this early point in the academy s career
attracting students was a challenge many parents who had children of
academy age were first or second generation latter day saint immigrants
who came out of traditions slow to adopt habits of formal secondary schooling other parents farmed land that for them typically required their children s labor surviving from day to day was more important than paying to
educate children public clamor for fully tax supported public schools
would not rise for still another decade in the late i87os
1870s less than two
thirds of utah children ages six to sixteen were enrolled in school and less
than half of the same population regularly attended 16 only about 3 percent of young people nationally ages eighteen to twenty one were enrolled
in postsecondary schools 17 the academy drew from both these age populations the younger population attended the primary and intermediate
departments which were often taught by the older students enrolled in the
normal department during the academy s early years tuition ranged from
3 to 8 per term although most students arriving late in the fall after harvest and leaving early in the spring before planting paid a simple percentage often in kind 18 just eighty eight of 333 enrollees remained through the
end of the 1877 78 school year under such conditions fiscal problems
were inevitable 19
teachers would have been worse off were it not for smoot an erstwhile
farmer and lumber store owner whose reputed wealth was like brigham
young s always greater in popular imagination than it was in reality 20 As
chief church and civic leader in utah valley smoot led out among his
people when he gave 320 to the academy during the school year after
brigham young died the cooperative over which smoot presided the
provo woolen mills chipped in another 70 21 such gifts were certainly
appreciated but could not fill the mammoth financial shortfall left by
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brigham young s departure smoot s two bequests comprised all but 20 of
the total donations to the academy for the entire school year 22
solicitation increases attendance brigham young had recognized
that high ecclesiastical position could be utilized to promote the academy s
interests call upon the people to patronize the school he had counseled
the trustees four of whom were bishops of wards in principal settlements
of utah county 23 church leadership positions were valuable tools for academy trustees to call local saints attention to the academy s financial needs
utah stake and ward minutes before and after brigham died record the
trustees pleadings for parents to support the academy as they might other
church programs such as the sunday schools or mutual improvement associations smoot and his fellow trustees believed the academy s founder
along with its gospel curriculum hallowed the school enough to justify
reminding congregations of the first day of an academy term the school
meshed seamlessly with official church movements intended to create self
sustaining saints
sermonizing
Sermon izing converged on either acquiring donations or increasing
Ernist ness william bringhurst called upon his conenrollment in great ernistness
Spring ville to lend there sic aid for support of the academy
gregation
gation in springville
gre
3324
1124
24
smoot testified that it
not only as a duty but also as a great privilege 3124
was not god s plan to rule the bible out of the schools he asked parents in payson to trust your children to principal karl G maeser a true
3325
3125
25
hearted established latter day saint and the best teacher in utah 1125
harvey cluff solicited help from stake priesthood leaders in the purchasing necessary improvements of apparatus to greatly facilitate the
academy s capabilities 26 at stake conference leonard harrington spoke
in eloquent terms of the blessings awaiting students who attended the
academy and of course awaiting parents who sent them 27 after seeing
oid son marion who
how the academy had cultured his eighteen year old
worked days at the woolen mills and studied greek in the academy s night
school myron tanner even exhorted parents to take a course alongside
their children at the end of the workday 28 the undercurrent in all these
public exhortations was the academy s financial condition which the peti
tioners felt measured the righteousness of the saints A prosperous school
evidenced a people doing god s will a school financially stricken told the
trustees and the people everyone had more work to do
these petitions undoubtedly helped enrollment but resulted in no
new donations not to be dissuaded academy officials cut a wider swath
when they published in the summer of 1879 a circular to the saints of
ofzion
zion 29 the circular requested
utah wasatch juab and sanpete stakes of
saints to join together in the maintenance of this academy as their central
1130
30 maeser and smoot presented
co
cooperative principle 3130
institution on the operative
11
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an early draft of the circular before the priesthood of utah stake whose
vote to raise 2000 for the academy was noted in the version of the circular published later in the month in the deseret news 31 by these means
and those contributed by the other stakes the trustees hoped that the anxieties until now attending the financial management of this institution will
be avoided in the future 32 the trustees had observed the public outpouring in response to recent calls for temple funds and were counting on similar results
temples were one thing schools another donations for schools came
begrudgingly on the cash poor frontier where homes often served as schools
but where homes never served as temples when the subscription circular
brought in less than 200 from the four stakes combined academy officials
abandoned their active quest for donations took out a few small loans and
focused on increasing enrollment 33 while the trustees took to the pulpit
principal karl maeser seconded their pleas in private discussions maeser
had spent several weeks out of each of his first four summer vacations at
the academy in a horse and buggy riding long stretches of dusty road in
utah county and counties south where in prescheduled meetings he petitioned parents to send their children to provo 34 in the summer of 1880
after the circular failed to bring desired results he recruited north of salt
lake city for the first time canvassing for six weeks in davis weber box
elder cache rich and morgan counties and even into southern idaho 35
maeser held about forty meetings in all captivating audiences with common gospel discourse in one breath and arcane lectures such as the pyramids of egypt in the next 36 he reassured suspicious parents with promises
that he would shepherd their children and board them with the finest
latter day saint families in provo 37 maeser s barnstorming and the school s
growing reputation for excellence worked wonders by 1882 almost half of
the academy s 461 students came from outside provo including 18 students from idaho nevada and arizona 38
the timing of all this solicitation was ideal utahs school age populai8yos and the call for trained teachers was loud
tion burgeoned in the late 1870s
some teaching slots were filled from among an increasing number of non
latter day saints who settled in utah after the transcontinental railroad
was completed in 1869 some of these teachers came intent upon rescuing
young saints from the throes of mormonism and even those who did
not were still looked upon with distrust simply the appearance of protestant mission schools in utah territory was enough to alarm parents who
still vividly remembered the persecutions they once suffered in the states at
the hands of god fearing christians who could protect the children
against encroaching babylon the academy s daily theological instruction
gradually became more of an essential alternative than simply an attractive
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karl G maeser 1828 1901 was principal of brigham young academy from 1876 to
1892 his dignified bearing and teaching excellence attracted students at a time when
enrollment in postsecondary schools was small courtesy BYU archives
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one 39 the context of sudden and unsettling change transformed the
school into a symbolic bastion for the young and for parents who worried
over them
maeser s personal appeal made decisions to send children to the academy easier some parents needed convincing because the concept of a boarding school was new and ran counter to the needs of farmers with few
farm
farmhands
hands maeser s hearty german accent made him just human enough
farmlands
for fellow immigrants to trust him with their children while his noble
bearing and oratorical skills gave him a mysterious almost irresistible allure maeser also eased the transition into the technocratic world utah was
rapidly entering as overpopulation across the salt lake valley made farm41
ing an unlikely occupation for many of the rising generation 40
his talents
were in primarily nonscientific fields small town people could admire his
learning without being fearful of it 41 perhaps most important for gaining
confidence maeser s learnedness never overshadowed his testimony
the academy had become widely known within three years of brigham
young s death the school s excellence was both the creator and creation of
public acclaim maeser s term statistical reports were included in the deseret
news
newsby
by 1879 A near doubling of enrollment between 1877 and 1880 allowed
the school to significantly cut into its debts to teachers 42 the academy s
reputation for taking any student even the poor tuition in hand or not
spread far and wide this was not ideal but still suited the trustees since
promises to pay later were always better than leaving desks empty with no
better prospects of filling them and yet a packed house brought no more
donations than did an empty one without a trusted ally the trustees had
no real insurance against costs that tuition receipts could not meet
church assistance begins academy officials naturally looked to
brigham young s successor john taylor to help cover costs brigham would
have paid had he lived the line dividing Brig
hams private and church
brighams
business remained hazy for principal karl G maeser whose pen nearly
wept in a letter to president taylor six weeks into the new school year early
in october 1878 please dear president do something for us maeser
pled for thus far 1I have had to strain my physical mental and private
resources to their utmost capacity and must necessarily give out in all
43 maeser insisted
these directions in a comparatively short time 1143
the
academy must be placed under the direct control of the presidency of
44
the church or it will perish of its undefined semipublic private character 1144
president taylor was not convinced at least not yet the church had
struggled for a quarter of a century to pay for the salt lake temple still incomplete and had recently invested in construction on temples in st george
manti and logan church funds were also increasingly applied to lobbying
efforts against further antipolygamy legislation then under contemplation
in washington D
C 45 although president taylor lauded the academy s
DC
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provo utah looking west from the corner of center street and H street 200 west ca
1875 the lewis building far left was home to the brigham young academy until 1884
courtesy BYU archives
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academy students at the lewis building late 1883 at a time when about half of the
academy s students came from outside of provo including some from arizona idaho
and nevada at his own expense board of trustees president A 0 smoot erected a
two story addition on the back of the building far left in the summer of 1882 tuition
receipts paid for the brick addition erected right the following summer courtesy
BYU archives
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work both in public and in private
his attempts to meet large needs
with small purses could not bring
him to look upon schools
financially as exclusively church
1146
46 were the
brigham young
matters 3346
academy given special treatment
he reasoned the twelve would feel
aepli
responsible for the similar appli
canions
cations from other stakes sure to
follow 47 this stance was complicated by an elected office president
taylor then held utah territorial
superintendent of district schools
responsible for distributing territorial school funds tact and caution were required at this time
1808
1808 1887 was president of
when even unfounded rumors of john taylor 0888
the quorum of the twelve apostles from
favoritism could dash utah s chances
last seven years of his life
mo
1877 to 1880
the
for statehood 48
he was president of the church courtesy
LIDS
president taylor s refusal to LDS
llos church archives
lios
finance the academy did not prevent the trustees from keeping the schools need in front of him they
invited him to commencements and consulted with him on curriculum
while at the same time waiting patiently upon the lord to deliver financial
assistance the wait as it turned out was two years long zina young
williams brigham young s daughter who taught needlework and drawing at the academy at that time later remembered calling on president
taylor at his home in 1881 to relieve my mind upon the subject that had
academy finances zina vented her frustration before
so distressed us all
a prophet as only a prophets daughter dared do president taylor forever a
british gentleman listened until she finished and then kindly took her
49 1 I have
been visited by your father president
hand in his fatherly way 1149
1
taylor began he came to me in the silence of the night clothed in brightness and with a face beaming with love and confidence told me many
things of great importance among these the school being taught by
brother maeser was accepted in the heavens and was a part of the great
plan of life and salvation brigham s message as john taylor recited it riveted itself into zina s memory christ himself was directing and had a
care over this school 50
concern for privileging one stake s schooling over another s vanished
shortly after the vision president taylor appeared at the academy s 1881
11
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commencement exercises and there publicly announced a church benefacof 200 cash a rare commodity in those days 5 1 the following year he
tion of200
established ten one
year tuition scholarships to be given annually on the
oneyear
12
basis of merit and need to students in the academy s normal department 52
these initial appropriations modest in sum but colossal in import
brought the church into the acad
academys
emys family the school now had an ally
willing to lend assistance even when giving that assistance strained logic
more importantly for the trustees was their belief that god had confirmed
both the desirability of the academy surviving at all costs and the trustees
ability to guide the school through crises this was knowledge that the
trustees could cling to through years to come
1

surviving fire 1884
shouts of fire and peals from the academy bell pierced the frigid air
at about 1030 on the night of january 27 1884 locals who converged on
smoke billowing from the center of town found flames dancing behind the
lewis building s second story windows provo population 4500 had no
fire department 53 those first on the scene ran to the nearest well a block
away where a bucket brigade formed and was soon joined by every able
the horror that consumed our
body can you for once imagine
minds to see the school en flamed asked an incredulous lars eggertson
the student janitor fire engulfing a solid brick structure this of all provo s
buildings was a sight least expected 54
students and townspeople conceded their defeat within an hour 55 the
blaze died only after it had ripped through both stories and charred the
solid brick walls at dawn less than an empty shell remained the front
wall lay fallen and the other three stood smoldering the interior walls
were reduced to miserable rubble chattel snatched from the flames
benches from the lower rooms books laboratory apparatus musical in
st ruments and the school organ rested on a frozen icepack in the middle
of center street the new york times which was probably wired the story
estimated damage at 30000 though local estimates were about half
that 56 the school of course had no insurance 57
students doubted the academy would continue on the night of the
fire they were told to return to the rubble the following morning at regular school time and there be instructed what was going to be done all
spark of hope had fled from us that morning recalled one student 58 nels L
nelson a teacher in the intermediate department observed with the same
gloom no note of hope left in the undertone conversation of the little
knots grouped here and there the only question seemed to be how soon
59
they could get ready to start for home 1159
if ever academy officials needed an excuse to shut down this was the
perfect one questions with no easy answers abounded where could four
11
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hundred students possibly be housed assuming temporary accommodations were found at what cost and for what length of time could these be
procured where could funds for a new building be located smoot had
given 3000 out of his own pocket for an addition to the lewis building in
the summer of 1882 although he was quick to acknowledge that this money
060
60
came only after the lord had opened the way ogo
should the trustees now
expect the lord to open a much larger way the third term of the academic
year was to begin the morning after the fire should the students be dismissed now so they could enter other schools without getting behind in
their studies these were just some of many issues academy officials would
no doubt have silently pondered in those early morning hours after the fire
had jeopardized the very life of their school
temporary quarters arranged the school was not dead loss of the
lewis building academy officials insisted could no more kill the academy
than death of the body could extinguish the spirit the academy is not
burned maeser rallied his fellow teachers it lives forever 6 1 academy
trustees agreed they met early on the morning after the fire and resolved
3062
1162
62 maeser conveyed the
message while
to continue classes without delay 3162
standing upon a chair in the middle of the street facing the students
whom he invited to a meeting to be held later in the morning three blocks
up the road in the provo meetinghouse where a plan for the schools conti
nuance would be announced 63
tinuance
leaders roused support for the schools continuance by making sense
of the disaster acknowledge the hand of the lord in this fire was the main
message twenty one year old ferdinand ericksen took from the meeting
maeser smoot and elders erastus snow and francis M lyman of the
quorum of the twelve wanted students to leave it to him from whom all
blessings come and he would see us through alright 64 A correspondent
to the deseret news heard elder lyman testify that the lord would not
allow this institution to fail lyman prophesied that in the disaster s aftermath brother maeser should grow younger instead of older in body and
in spirit 65 maeser for his part predicted the academy should arise
phoenix like from its ashes 66 lars eggertson affirmed how these powerful
phoenixlike
messages filled students with renewed hope and a better determination to
go forward and help their teachers to bare sic their burdens 67
smoots influence on locating new accommodations was apparent like
a concerned father he assured that all will be made as comfortable as possible in the places provided 68 the higher departments would meet in
the upper rooms of the newly completed building of the first national
bank of which smoot was president and one of six directors 69 nels L nelson described how this grand old man waved off other competitors then
vying for that very rental space and convinced his fellow directors to give
160

11
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downtown provo in the 1890 during the five months after fire destroyed the lewis
budding center and the S S
budding
building classes were held in the first national bank building
jones store extreme right with two chimneys this photograph was taken at the intersection of center street and J street university avenue looking northwest courtesy
BYU archives

room to the academy at a modest price 70 the lower departments were
housed in the basement of the provo meetinghouse for the next few days
until samuel S joness new mercantile store located several doors down
from the bank building was fitted up for them 71 jones smoots
smoofss close
smoot
friend leased space to the school at a cheap rate provided his children
received free tuition 72 academy officials saw god s hand in these arrangements for had the fire come weeks earlier or later than it did space for the
school would likely have been unavailable
school began immediately as the trustees had resolved notwithstanding the burning of the brigham young academy building last night
smoot wired across the territory this institution will open regularly to73
students turned out that afternoon and with helpmorrow morning 1171
chalk boards up the street into
ing hands hauled desks and books and chalkboards
the classrooms 74 regular devotional was held the following morning in the
provo meetinghouse located at the center of town before students separated to classrooms as usual 75 maeser later credited the spirit manifested
by the board the faculty the students and friends of the academy who
1176
76
made it possible that only one day of school was lost 1076
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subscription for a new building no argument was necessary to convince people the academy needed help after the fire everyone knew the academy was poor prior to the fire newspapers had often mentioned penury in
their accounts of the school s history the pitiable tone conveyed by reporters
reminded parents that the humble beginnings of this school resembled
those of the divinely sanctioned church the school represented in ogden
far away from the academy s workings the daily herald concluded less
than twenty four hours after the fire that the people of provo and of the
territory not the academy trustees should soon make up the loss and
decide to build another structure for the school this institution has no
funds the paper reminded readers 77 elder erastus snow described the
public sentiment when he compared rebuilding the academy to a public
78
work of which all will feel the responsibility 11711
the trustees responsibility after the fire then was more to channel
001
school
ooi 79
spread sympathy for the sch
widespread
than to create what smoot called wide
president taylor immediately led the charge to rebuild by heading a subscription list with 5000 for and in behalf of the church 80 prominent citizens smoot and george Q cannon first counselor in the first presidency
each publicly committed to 500 81 let the funds flow encouraged a
deseret news editorialist that the academy may as a creditable institu1182
82
tion be placed firmer than ever on its feet 3182
the trustees felt compelled to appeal to the sympathies of their fellow
emys reputaacademys
citizens for help in erecting a building worthy of the acad
tion 83 to every stake in the church the trustees sent subscription lists
with an appeal signed by their representative A 0 smoot
has acquired such a reputation in the community for the
excellence of its management that the feeling for its loss is one of universal
regret the institution has struggled through many difficulties and has been
gradually growing in influence and was emerging from serious embarrass
ments that had beset its pathway in the past when this misfortune occurred 84

this institution

subscription promises soared to 15000
15000 by mid february through the assi stance of zina young williams whom the trustees temporarily released
sistance
from her teaching duties to solicit donations from among her many friends
in salt lake city 85 the salt lake tabernacle held a benefit concert and a
traveling theatrical troupe split the proceeds on performances for which
williams her half sister susa young gates and trustee harvey cluff representing the academy sold tickets utah southern railroad officials enticed
attendance at the theater by offering theatergoers half price fares to provo 86
rebuilding the academy became a rallying point for the entire territory
ZCMI rents room to the academy public optimism gave rise to
grand expectations subscripted funds were reserved for a new schoolhouse
87
ooo
ooo
rather than salvage the lewis building or
costing an estimated 40000
000
000
40
40ooo
115
815

116
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rebuild upon its property the trustees scoured provo for an entirely new
lot they narrowed their choices to two and then called on their chief beneficiary president john taylor to decide between them one proposed site
several acres of unplatted land a mile north of the center of town was
owned by smoot and offered to the school free of charge the other site
four acre city block owned by
two blocks south of the smoot lot was a fouracre
ofjesse
mary lewis widow of
jesse lewis who had built and later sold the lewis
building to brigham young 88 after visiting each site president taylor
directed the trustees to purchase the lewis property which they did on
89
march 24
1884 for 22509
241884
2250 two months later after volunteer teams had
cleared the underbrush the ground was dedicated and broken and const
struction on the new academy building began immediately 90 two years
was the estimated construction time 91
in the meantime the trustees sought another location to hold school
rooms in the bank building and the jones store were notoriously cramped
and may have been offered on condition the academy locate another home
after the academic year ended in june 92 more attractive accommodations
postfire
were in order when portfire
post fire enrollment slumped from the year before 93
seeking to consolidate students under one roof the trustees wrote the president of
zion cooperative mercantile institution ZCMI of salt lake city
ofzion
in early march 1884 asking to use a portion of the institution s massive
provo warehouse for the ensuing school year and until a new building
94 As for rates the
trustees requested kind consideration of
can be erected 1194
1195
95
the
s
benefits
loss
public
school
accruing
the
to
and
heavy
of
recent
our
fortuitously president john taylor was also president of ZCMI his
advocacy of the trustees proposal was all the ZCMI directors needed to
grant the school the entire second floor and back half of the first beginning
91
august 1884 96
the directors granted free rent for one year after which
there shall be a charge made at a figure equitably determined by the
ZCMI superintendent and the academy trustees 97 that summer an elated
academy board prepared for entrance by plastering ceiling and walls enlarging the staircase and erecting pine partitions between rooms capable
ofaccomodating
accommodating
of
accomodating four hundred students at any one time about the same
capacity as the lewis building 98 that fall classes opened in the warehouse
and once again at the trustees behest an academy advantage came as a
community gift
shadows had not yet fallen on the academy s good fortunes as the
summer of 1884 waned into fall saints inside the territory and out had
promised to assist the trustees erect a building worthy of the school s reputation these promises allowed construction to proceed on a plot smoot
had dedicated to god for the expressed purpose of erecting a building
unto thy name for the purpose of the promotion of thy zion upon the
earth 99 smoot knew that zion would never be built without opposition
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future fiery trials would rival those past giving cyclical relevance to the
handwriting specimen students were asked to copy in penmanship class
three days after the fire the academy can no more be destroyed by fire
100
100
dio
dlo
than can the soul of man by death loo

surviving antipolygamy raids

1885 1888

academy trustees were not entirely surprised when school opened in
the ZCMI warehouse with just ninety students enrollment always started
small in the autumn months before growing through the winter enrollment the term before the fire one of the highest ever at the school could
not be realistically expected so soon after disaster and so long as the academy convened in a building the public believed was better suited for wares
than for school yet this fall also presented an unexpected challenge when a
nationwide grain glut persuaded some farmers to hoard their yields and
101 some
parents who ordialtogether
them
selling
from
others
prevented
narily sent their children to the academy kept them home or sent them to
tax supported schools until times improved times would not improve
soon the grain glut was just the beginning of an economic crisis that
i88os 102 here
would bedevil the saints in utah territory for much of the 188os
was another fire academy officials would be called to fight
the trouble began when a territorial grand jury in october 1884
upheld rudger clawson s conviction on charges of polygamy and unlawful
cohabitation clawson a bookkeeper from salt lake city was the first
polygamist tried under the edmunds act of 1882 which mandated severe
punishment of those found guilty of polygamy clawson was sentenced to
103
a
in
half
prison
this landmark conthree
years
and
800
880
serve
and
800
pay
viction signaled the beginning of a six year witch hunt orchestrated by
104
and
their
minions
marshals
federal
by
played
lawmakers
and
out
US
some polygamists and sometimes their wives and children bent on avoiding subpoena left homes and businesses for the underground in this
confusion crop yields shrunk business volumes sagged and cash evapo101
rated across the territory 105
antipolygamy raids shorted the academy of a commodity essential to
its livelihood students some families both polygamist and monogamist
needed their children particularly older children at home during this chaotic
time others who did not were still pressed for funds as was everyone else
the impact on the academy is clear in 1884 85 enrollment dropped 25 percent from the year before and tuition receipts dropped 33 percent the
ratio of tuition paid in cash to tuition in produce and merchandise fell from
31 to 21 student dropouts on the rise from past years peaked at 26 percent during the early months of 1885 about the time president john taylor
and other polygamists went underground 106 when the ship zion is passing under the dark shadows of hovering storm clouds confessed maeser
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it cannot be expected otherwise but that an institution so closely identified with the fortunes of the whole church should experience the same
107
depression of circumstances 11107
the trustees sought help to pay bills the school s treasury could not
cover president taylor delivered his subscription as promised but most of
the others were never paid 108 an empty building fund meant construction

enrollment brigham young academy
1000

total enrollment
900

800
boo

700

0

00

40

300

200

100
loo

B

0

1878 79

1882
83
188243
188283

1886 87
188687

1890 91

1894 95

188os
enrollment slumped during the antipolygamy raids of the mid i88os

on the new building halted indefinitely after 1884 with the basement floor
complete six feet above ground level the school remained in the ZCMI
one year free rent period
warehouse A 1200
1200 bill for rent came when the oneyear
expired in the fall of 1885 109 academy trustees could not pay the bill because
they were already buried in debt from the new lot construction warehouse
10
iio
ilo
remodeling and back pay to teachers 110
instructor of sciences james E talmage lamented how his salary to a very great extent unpaid prevented
iii111 by the spring of 1886
him from meeting a number of pressing debts ili
3330
3400
the amount due teachers alone had run to about 3304
3400 a sum equivalent to
12
more than two thirds the entire faculty payroll from the year before 112
As depressed as its own circumstance was the church became the
academy s last hope smoot declared the school would have to close unless
outside assistance soon came and maeser wrote president taylor on april 14
1886 with sobering news
As all the teachers have been forced to incur debts and the financial condition of the academy gives them no hope of meeting their obligations nor to

support their families until the commencement of the new academic year in
all will
ali
ail
wih be
win
august and there being even then no prospect of better times they an
under the necessity of seeking positions elsewhere immediately after the close
of the present term may 21 11313
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maeser categorically placed the academy s future in president taylor s
hands whichever manner you may direct the school s labors maeser
wrote was the course the school would follow 114 academy trustees asked
president taylor to direct them before may 1i when they expected to either
rehire teachers for the coming school year or release them to locate new
refire
15
work 115
tithing block rent from president taylor all was not lost for the
maesers
Mae sers letter was just one of a recent string of letters from acadacademy maeyers
emy officials to john taylor describing the school s financial condition and
suggesting ways to improve it president taylor s replies show he was eager
for the school to survive and was willing to invest church funds when necessary his children nephi and maggie then attended the academy and like
any involved parent he took special interest in the management of their
school far from suddenly dumping the academy into john taylor s lap
maeser s letter functioned as an ultimatum for the president to decide on
issues he had discussed with academy officials intensively for the last six
months and occasionally over the past six years
at issue in these discussions was the property brigham young had
deeded to the trustees in the summer of 1877 this three acre plot called
the tithing block because the provo tithing office was located on the
premises was an untapped gold mine sitting in the middle of provo city 116
the property sat dormant for years while the trustees haggled over ownership with church leaders academy trustees had long claimed that brigham young made a verbal promise to smoot that the school was free to
collect 1200
1200 rent annually from the provo tithing office so long as the
17
office remained on the premises 117
president taylor had never been comfortable with this agreement
academy officials collected rent on the office between 1879 and 1881 before
the president not yet converted to the academy s cause demurred on the
basis that the church was never anyone s tenant and that verbal rental
the way such business should
agreements were not in accordance with
118
be transacted 11118
academy trustees promptly stopped collection and left
the issue unresolved rising attendance and the church appropriation for
academy normal students in the early 188os
i88os made rent easy for the trustees
i88os
to forget plummeting attendance and mounting debt in the mid 188os
brought rent quickly to mind soon after ZCMI sent its bill to the academy
in late 1885 the trustees sent president taylor a bill of almost 7000 in back
19
rent on the provo tithing office 119
in return president taylor sent a genial levelheaded reply to smoot in
december 1885 still in seclusion from federal marshals he expressed a
delicacy in launching out financially under present circumstances 120
you and I1 have each our own responsibilities and while you prest smoot
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represent an institution of learning 1 I feel that I as trustee in trust am
using the general funds of the whole church in other words this 1200
annual rent sum outside of other considerations might be well enough
but under the present pressure of affairs it was quite simply exorbitant president taylor offered instead what he believed was currently a just
equivalent for annual rent 400 if this is not satisfactory we will refer the
whole subject to arbitration he added half seriously referring to a common method for members of the church to settle disputes 121 in the meantime while the trustees considered the offer president taylor gave them a
down payment of 2000 to keep the school open another term 122
the trustees were serious about paying all their debts and quickly
accepted the invitation to arbitrate without counteroffering
counter offering the board
feels that the trust committed to their charge in the B Y academy is a
sacred one explained smoot and should they due sic anything to retard
its progress they would be recreant to their trust 123 arbitration became a
way for the trustees to protect that trust after they considered how they
would lay themselves open to just criticism for taking president taylors
offer when lots across the street commanded much higher prices 124 smoot
aimed to convince when he included these prices in a letter to the president
in which he concluded ever praying for your welfare and signed your
125
brother in the gospel of christ 11125
here were trustees who loved the school
and the church and had faith that god would rule equitably over both institutions through the judgment of a disinterested observer
discipleship not disinterest would eventually decide this case maeser s ultimatum prompted each side to choose arbitrators who together
were to choose a third disinterested party at this point president taylor s
arbitrator L john nuttall refused to proceed further nuttall ignored letters from the academy s arbitrator john E booth who wanted to decide
on the third party instead nuttall privately prodded academy officials to
settle the matter without one 126 nuttall was a longtime provo resident
who had worked closely with smoot and maeser in civic and church affairs
and was also president taylor s soninlaw
son in law and personal secretary nuttall
knew john taylor about as well as any man living 127 although the proposition to arbitrate was also proposed I1 do not think that was expected
nuttall confided 128 making clear he wrote on his own responsibility nuttall pled with academy officials to settle the issue by way of compromise
and thereby arrest this coercive and forced measure 129
smoot was persuaded gradually the more I1 reflect upon arbitration
of such an important matter with the president of the church of jesus
christ of latter day saints he confessed to nuttall the less 1I feel like hav130
smoot partially conceded when in mid june
it130
ing anything to do with it
1886 he suggested that president taylor choose all three arbitrators and 1I
1

11
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will agree to abide the results of their decision 131 concessions were total
after he and the trustees motioned on june 26 to rescind our acceptance
jud gement of
of arbitration and leave the question of rent entirely to the judgement
11132
132 discipleship had
president john taylor 30132
triumphed
for the famished school something was better than nothing president
taylor s judgment was an improvement on his original offer 450 per year
in rent for the last nine years or 4050 total equally divided between cash
merchandise and produce 133 on the strength of this promise brigham
young academy opened again in the fall
beneficiary funds from church members tithing block rent could
not cover past debts or prevent future ones from accruing enrollment
continued to plummet reaching an eight year low by the end of 1886 poor
tuition receipts prompted maeser to make one last desperate effort to save
the academy from breaking up next christmas 1886 just a few months
away 1I cannot afford another sacrifice like last year he insisted stung
from losing more than half his salary from the previous year 134 maeser
always party to his own advice had long encouraged academy teachers to
consider themselves missionaries who joyfully served without thought
for food or raiment 135
maeser was more concerned about how the academy would survive
before christmas than after the church had deferred half of the back rent
on the tithing block until year end local tithing returns were deposited at
the general tithing office during the first few months of
1887 136 academy
ofi887
officials responded to the need by initiating two subscription drives during
the first half of the academic year these drives generated enough revenue
to satisfy teachers until the remainder of the back rent could subsidize their
salaries at the beginning of the new year
maeser initiated the first drive in august 1886 when he asked john Q
cannon a recently appointed trustee to raise money for the academy to
pay its operating expenses through the end of the school year since teachshortchanged
short changed the trustees agreed to give them all
ers always seemed to get shortchanger
the tuition revenue still not enough for full salary and find some other
way to raise money for heating lighting and incidentals 137 cannon gave
100
loo
100 himself and managed to scrape up another 675 from concerned
slo
ilo
observers smoot elder heber J grant and three of brigham young s heirs
each gave 100
loo
100 trustee harvey cluff gave 75 another young heir gave
5050 as did venerable general relief society president eliza R snow now
over 80 years old 138
smoot initiated the second subscription drive at a meeting of the utah
soon the
stake high council in october 1886 he told the council that soonthe
school will have to close unless the brethren present use their means and
influence to sustain the academy teachers still due about 2500 139
11
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maeser detailed his own sacrifices before the council and described his
mission to remain with the school as long as it was possible for him to
140
smoot warned the high council thatif
do so 11140
that if the academy goes down
thatis
council members may bear a part of the responsibility as general officers
11141
141
of the church
church141
council members acted on the message three councilors
councillors
counci lors were
appointed to devise a plan to carry on the school with help from the
academy trustees 142 this joint committee concluded that since provos
businessmen benefited most from the estimated 40000 in annual student
expenditures locally they should give something back by donating of their
means to sustain the school 143 on november 29 1886 about one hundred locals met with the council and subscribed over 1000 for students of
their choice to attend the academy as beneficiaries 144 the trustees encouraged subscription by promising to reopen the primary department where
children as young as age six could attend although the beneficiary fund
acad emys panacea it was successful enough for the trustees to
was not the academys
later initiate it in all the wards of utah stake 145 trustees and teachers alike
were heartened by the collections the reappearance of community support allowed the trustees to pay the teachers and thus keep the school open
back faculty salaries were eventually paid with help from the church
president wilford woodruff who led the church after president john taylor
died in july 1887 gave the trustees2500
trustees 2500 in tithing produce accompanied
by a special request to settle with teachers before other creditors 146 this
relief came during the 1887 88 school year just as the academy and the territory was emerging from the fiscal strain of the antipolygamy raids
although arrests continued through the manifesto of 1890 economic fortunes were on the mend long before at least as early as the spring of 1888
thanks in large measure to a land and credit boom that would later come
back to haunt everyone including the country at large

surviving dispute with brigham youngs heirs

1888 1897

boom boom
boorn boom
the headline in provos utah enquirer for
march 20 1888 marked a shift in the fortunes of an entire people and a
school who drew its patronage A growing perception that the mormon
kingdom was crumbling had enticed investors from the east to utah some
were mine speculators whose eastern capital now in circulation allowed
local public confidence to soar credit stretched far and investors began
buying land at prices empty pocketed pioneers had never dreamed of 147
suddenly the academy s tithing block vacated by the church in 1887 was
appraised at six figure prices academy trustees needed no convincing sell
now these three acres could provide all the revenue the school would need
to complete the new building and create an ample endowment fund
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funding the academy building such an idyllic ending was not to be
brigham young had stipulated in his tithing block deed that his heirs or
assigns be given final approval after his death of all decisions pertaining to
the management and control of academy property 148 the deed did not
say how long the heirs should have this control instead to discover brig
hams intentions the academy trustees read his final school deed the deed
to the brigham young college identical in other respects to the academy
deed the college deed stated that all the heirs power was to end at the
149 even
settlement of the estate 11149
though the estate had been settled years
before the academy deed as a legal document never ended the heirs power
the academy trustees therefore even at this late date were forced to go
through the heirs to sell 150 believing that he was fulfilling brigham s wish
smoot aimed to sever the heirs power by enlisting susa young gates in
1889 for the grinding task of collecting the signatures of all the heirs now
over six dozen spread across the country on a new deed of trust conveying all powers previously held by the heirs into the hands of the trustees 151
three heirs who refused to sign created endless trouble for the academy two of these three daughters of brigham young and emmeline free
had sued the church in 1879 over the estate settlement and were later
excommunicated for the act 152 at the time the utah land market began
declining precipitously in november 1890 only these three of all the heirs
had refused to sign the new deed 153 academy officials could then wait no
longer to sell on november 12 the day after they officially accepted the
new deed without the last of the signatures the trustees placed the tithing
block up for sale hoping investors would ignore a clouded title and agree
to buy upon a promise that a perfected one would shortly be provided 154
for months the tithing block sat on a stagnant market until a large
group of provo businessman formed a joint stock company for the purpose of buying portions of the land and building upon them 155 in april
1891 the company agreed to pay the academy 15000 for 8000
8300 square feet
on condition the school provided a clear and unencumbered title within
thirty days 156 academy trustees were optimistic they could provide such
after they sent ella young empey the recalcitrant heirs older sister to new
york to persuade them in person 157 presumably on the strength of this
visit the trustees promptly signed for 56000
56000 in building contracts before
any word from the east had yet been received 158 construction on the basement floor of the new academy building resumed on may 18 1891 seven
years after it began with what one trustee frankly described was not yet a
11159
159
dollar in the treasury 33159
such a practice was not uncommon in credit
booms school trustees both locally and nationally built
bulit first and acquired
funds later 160
the three heirs did not sign and the school was stuck with the building contracts academy trustees delivered over the land they had promised
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to the joint stock company though none of the 15000 was ever paid
because the trustees could not deliver clear title other potential buyers
igi
16
shied away from the land for the same reason 161
the trustees were left to
somehow raise funds to pay for building contracts by the time the initial
contracts fell due in the spring of 1892 there was no turning back because
the work was under contracts and expenses had to be met recalled
trustee and superintendent of construction H H cluff 162 even worse
money had to be found on a dull market and without help from the church
for it too was in major debt and committed to allocating available resources elsewhere 163
after several months of miserable success locating funds smoot nonetheless felt hopeful he publicly recounted in 1892 that brigham young
1

appeared to me and during a brief conversation said brother smoot you need
not worry about the academy or about how means can be obtained to build
will be opened that
the structures which have been commenced for the way wihl
will be furnished to finish the work 164
means wiil

the trustees soon had the contracts

covered they secured a large mortgage with an eastern lender and wheedled loans from local banks amountSub contractors who were due
ing in aggregate to about 44000 in cash 165 subcontractors
payment in excess of this on hand cash agreed to take promissory notes
signed by the trustees for and in behalf of the school 166 these loans and
promissory notes were to be paid with interest sometime after the academy won the suit it filed against the three heirs in october 1891 167 after
victory so the theory went the tithing block could finally be sold and the
creditors paid
the academy won the suit but still the land could not be sold for reasons never fully explained court transcripts of the decision dated may 12
1892 state the defendants were forever barred from all right interest
claim and demand of in and to academy lands on the basis of the 1890
deed an absolute relinquishment and release of all the defendants
rights granted them in the original deeds 168 but the defendants obviously
knew they once possessed the rights the academy trustees had never called
upon them to exercise perhaps by claiming that the trustees violated their
rights before the creation of the 1890 deed the defendants immediately
threatened further action 169 the trustees considered this threat legitimate
buildand did not sell the land for fear more suits would result the new budding meanwhile erected almost entirely on credit was completed dedicated and opened for classes in january 1892 despite the interest steadily
compounding on a debt of 50000 170
the academy trustees finally placated the three sisters by paying them
17
each 250 in return for their signatures on quitclaim
quit claim deeds 171
but by the
time the school had freed itself for good from the heirs the tithing block
1
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no longer commanded prices high enough to cover the building debt timquit claim deeds was signed on may 4
ing was everything the last of the quitclaim
1893 the very day a sharp fall in the new york stock exchange signaled the
beginning of the deepest economic recession the united states had seen to
171
date 172
utah was hit particularly hard cash dried up across the territory
and land prices were deflated for years once the academy s pot of gold the
tithing block remained unsold until after the turn of the century 173
brigham young s appearance had filled smoot with gratitude that the
construction contracts were covered and with hope that the loans to pay
them off still would be yet even smoot s hope stretched thin as loan deadlines were not met and a creditor s judgment could mean forced marshal
sale and the end of the school the trustees were out of solutions at the point
when smoot informed president woodruff in march 1893 of the seeming
174
impossibility of continuing the school under existing conditions 11174
interest payments alone devoured almost half the previous year s tuition revenues and expenses in the new building were expected to overshoot annual
revenues at least 10000
10000 annually 175 loans more than two years past due
comprised a debt now 81000
81ooo and rising 176
81000
the academy s rescue was not automatically assured before 1888 the
church had given funds for the school to escape its financial crises in that
year however president wilford woodruff directed the church s thirty
two stakes to open their own schools and promised to help subsidize them
with annual appropriations from the newly created general church board of
education a governing body of nine 177 these appropriations were strictly
nominal and were never large enough for sizable building construction
understandably so considering the church s troubled financial condition
stakes were expected to build within their means and not count on help
from general church funds the existence of these other stake schools was
by no means secure twentyfive
twenty five of the original forty schools shut down
after the church was unable to offer them financial assistance during the
1893 94 school year brigham young academy indebtedness was over twice
the indebtedness of any other stake academy pressing church leaders to
decide whether they would allow the school to be among those that closed
the church university resolution to this crisis took time church
funds eventually paid the academy s indebtedness but only after the
school had become so integral to the church educational system that
church leaders would not allow the school to collapse although the
brigham young academy was the acknowledged leader of the few church
schools that existed before 1888 this status was threatened when the
church decided to found a university to head the new system of
schools 178 the academy was suddenly one school among many the task
academy officials pursued was to work toward becoming a university
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before the church university opened and therefore regain their place at
the head of the church school system academy officials retained current
faculty erected the new building offered free tuition to normals
expanded curriculum lured in transfer faculty hired new faculty
increased faculty salaries and expenditures initiated theological lectures
and issued their first college degrees these measures meant increasing the
debt before it could be removed
church leaders initially seemed more eager to establish a new university than to rescue the academy from debt the leading educational instiofdeseret
deseret renamed the university of
tution in the territory the university of
churche influence since the
utah in 1892 had remained outside of the churchs
days of brigham young whose pleas to implement theological instruction
at the school had fallen on deaf ears the church school system created in
1888 seemed to demand an organization crowned by an entirely new institution a full fledged university located at zion s center salt lake city the
first presidency had planned on founding the new university there for at
least a year before the deseret news officially announced a formal organization on june 2 1891 just weeks after the academy trustees had entered
into their initial building contracts 179 at the head of the new institution
was an intimidating twenty six member board of trustees that included
seven apostles and the entire first presidency with president wilford
committee 180 the following
woodruff as chairman of the finance committee180
spring april 1892 a resolution to found the university of the church of
jesus christ of latter day saints was read and accepted from the pulpit at
general conference and an initial endowment of 100000
io
100000
oooo
0000 was penned into
the deed of trust 181 about 60000
60000 of that sum was given for the construction of a temporary school building to be used until the church could
acquire funds to launch a 1000000 network of university buildings
12 by fall 1893 when the university opened
spread over an entire city block 182
classes in chemistry and natural theology in the temporary building the
academy had been in deep debt for two years
academy officials had rushed into construction in part as a means of
chagrinned
grinned
consolidating their power against the encroaching university A cha
smoot had watched for several years as the general board consistently
plucked the academy s most celebrated teachers for service in schools out181
provo 183
ofprovo
side of
the last straw for him came in march 1891 when the general board unexpectedly released maeser s successor in waiting benjamin
cluff jr from his position at the academy effective at the end of that
oid assistant principal from
school year cluff the thirty three year old
alville utah was the only teacher at the academy with a college
Co
coalville
degree 184 his expertise in teacher training was needed in salt lake city
during the coming year contemplating the establishment of the university
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cluffjr
jr 1856 1948 was principal later president of
ofbngham
brigham young acad
benjamin cluff
cluffer
emy from 1892 to 1903 his determined vision brought the school to the doorstep of
was a
metropolitan university status this photograph ca 1890 was taken while cluff
cluffwas
student at the university of michigan courtesy BYU archives
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of zion wrote president wilford woodruff president of the general
board 185 smoot quickly led a delegation of academy trustees to the first
presidency s office and there asked for a countermand his charge that
the general board was injuring the academy by taking the schools best
teachers in order to build up salt lake college was denied by president
woodruff smoots former missionary companion 186 nevertheless the
call was suspended after the presidency unitedly agreed that moving cluff
187
from provo would be imprudent under the circumstances 11187
the circum stances were that a coalition of provo businessmen had only days
cumstances
before agreed to purchase portions of the tithing block and smoot feared
they would not follow through with their promises once this new blow at
188
the prosperity of the institution would become known 11188
cluff spurs growth amidst debt cluff
duffs
buffss return to the academy
stirred provo to reassert the academy as the finest institution in zion the
new building now seems assured of completion for the next year the daily
19 the day after
cluffs suspended call 189
enquirer concluded as it announced bluffs
their meeting with the presidency the trustees viewed architect joseph
don carlos youngs updated plans for the new building and then authorized smoot and harvey cluff to negotiate for loans in advance of land
sales to provo businessmen 190 the trustees would not be stopped from
erecting a structure to command the respect of all israel the new building
was completed in six months and dedicated at a grand celebration held on
igi
9 president
woodruff acknowledged the trustees success
1892 191
january 441892
when he called the finished product the finest building in utah erected for
192
the education of the children 11192
the sheer breadth and grandeur of this
structure which was built to accommodate 1200 pupils exceeded any
school building then in the territory 193
believing the finest building warranted the finest institution academy
officials began upgrading their curriculum to university standards even
before the new building was complete and before of course the church
university got off the ground the main catalyst in this movement was
cluff who had returned from the university of michigan in 1890 with a
degree in pedagogy and mathematics and a vision of what the academy
might become the most important of bluffs
cluffs early changes came when he
convinced the general board in october 1891 to allow the academy to
house the official church normal training school until the church university opened this request aimed to reclaim the title of official church
normal school taken from the brigham young academy in 1890 and given
to the academy in salt lake stake for no demonstrable reason other than
location 194 the request was reasonable since cluff had remained in provo
and since the university of
ofdeseret
deseret had begun offering free tuition to normals in the spring of 1891 bluffs
cluffs request reflected the concern that the
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church would lose its supremacy over teacher training in utah he asked
the general board for a 5000
5000 appropriation so that the academy could keep
pace and also make its tuition for normals free 195 the appropriation was
granted two months before cluff became principal of brigham young
academy maeser retired from the position at the dedication of the new
building and under bluffs
cluffs leadership the academy never relinquished its
position as the premier teacher training institution in zion
cluff did not allow academy indebtedness to hamper his effort to enacad emys prestige after becoming principal he immediately exhance the academys
panded course work from two years to four enlarged elective curriculum and
fought for the academys
acad emys right to begin conferring four year degrees
and confer them independent of the general board which had proclaimed
that the first and only institution to have the right to award degrees would
be the church university 196 cluff lured one of the country s top educators
colonel francis parker from cook county normal school in chicago to
the academy for two weeks of lectures in the summer of 1892 and in succeeding summers brought other nationally renowned educators to lecture
at the school 197 even when it became clear that the tithing block could not
be sold anytime soon cluff enlarged the faculty from sixteen to twenty one
hiring professors of physical sciences classical languages and history all of
whom had degrees from eastern universities and had to be paid handsomely
because of it 198 most faculty received substantial pay raises between bluffs
cluffs
first and second term as principal when total faculty salaries increased
almost 50 percent 199 the following year in the middle of the financial
panic other faculty were
faculty brigham young academy
given financial assistance
while on furlough at easttoulhcwtysalaed
ern universities 200 A narrow policy on the part of
the academy will kill the
school I cluff summarized
whfle
wafle a broad liberal polwhile
icy will build it up until it
will be the peer of any
school in the territory 201
bluffs endeavors were
cluffs
not without the trustees
187879
189091
188243
188647
95
isil
approval he typically presented his requests in per
the number of salaried faculty jumped 1894 95
son to the trustees who during benjamin cluff jr s administration
then jointly motioned to
accept reject or ammend them when cluff insisted that students be furnished with their own apparatus such as chemistry sets during this time
1

1878 79
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selected receipts and faculty salaries brigham young academy
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tuition receipts increased only moderately compared to other receipts and expendijr s administration
tures in benjamin cluffjr
cluff
cluffer

when a retrenchment mind set might have called for reservation they assented to the request 202 maeser who had retired as academy principal to
devote himself full time to his position as superintendent of church
schools believed the academy s financial condition called for cluff
to curcluffto
203 yet with rare
farreaching
tail some of his far
exceptions those
reaching schemes 11203
who controlled the purse the trustees were generally in accord with
bluffs
cluffs aims the trustees ultimately were the ones who contracted
with teachers and agreed to pay their salaries on borrowed money 204
cluff wisely involved the first presidency in his program he read
drafts of his academy circulars to president woodruff and incorporated
suggested changes and additions before printing them cluff petitioned the
first presidency for weekly theological lectures given by prominent church
authorities and the granted request resulted in regular lectures given by
george reynolds secretary to the first presidency and lectures as schedule
permitted given by presidents joseph FE smith and george Q cannon 205
cluff opened a four week normal course to mutual improvement association officers during his first term as principal and followed that up the next
school year with a course for sunday school officers these courses
brought no tuition initially but some of the hundred or more students
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who took the courses every year undoubtedly remained as full time students the semiofficial
semi official prestige that came to the school through these programs was difficult for the saints and their leaders to conflate with a simple
stake acad
was asking for and receiving
cluffwas
academy
erny 206 by the spring of 1893 cluff
from the first presidency special appropriations for faculty salaries teaching apparatus and library volumes 207
As cluff pushed the school into its future church leaders gradually
recognized that brigham young academy was becoming the kind of institution they wanted in a church university the general boards may 1893
consent to allow the academy to award the bachelor of didactics B D
degree was an admission that the church university had been effectively
bested the church university opened three months later but after financial panic clipped its operations down to a few classes president woodruff
closed the school for good on august 18 1894 208 two months later the
general board issued its only two appropriations for the calendar year
sanpete stake struggling to pay off the debts on its new school house in
800
boo
800 and utah stake home of the brigham young
8oo
ephraim was given 880
219
201
211
26
ooo 209
26ooo
academy at provo was promised a staggering 26000
this decision to embrace the academy was both novel and familiar
academy trustees had long believed their school as the oldest of the
church schools warranted the highest status especially when they considered how she had through the years proved her integrity to the president
1210
church leaders began viewing the acadof the church and to all israel 3210210
emy with similar affection once the school expanded into space the nascent
university had neither the money nor the urgency to fill the academy s
rich tradition provided an unbroken link with a pioneer past church leaders were eager to retain after the original rationale for the church university collapsed before it even opened the university s aim to cease the
annual exodus of young latter day saints to eastern universities lost its
power after the manifesto of 1890 started the church along a path of assimilation into the american mainstream the goal of monopolizing degrees
for all conceivable subjects of higher learning soon became an insular and
obsolete end church leaders could secure the academy s dominance in one
realm teacher training while still encouraging the saints to leave the
territory for other studies this conservative goal reflected the overall
retreat of the temporal kingdom into the smaller spaces and simpler ends
brigham young academy provided church leaders everything they now
needed in a school leadership willing to move the school into the progressive future a charter connecting the school to its pioneer past and a history of commitment to brigham youngs ideals through times of crisis
removal of the debt lawsuits finally prompted an end to the academy s debt the first presidency promised the trustees forthcoming
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george Q cannon left 1827 1901 wilford woodruff center 1807 1898 and joseph F
smith 1838 1918 comprised the LDS church first presidency from 1889 to 1898 this
photograph was taken on april 661893
1893 courtesy BYU archives
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relief after four creditors were awarded civil suit judgments against the
school in january 1895 smoot and seven other academy trustees who had
signed notes were named as defendants 211 smoot s death in march 1895
hastened the promised funds his estate could not be settled until the acad
emys creditors were paid they were due more than 66000
66ooo in promissory
66000
notes and loans smoot and other academy trustees had signed for and in behalf of the school 212 brigham youngs close friend and counselor george Q
cannon who had closely followed the schools fortunes from the time he
wrote the original academy deed described after smoot s death how this
indebtedness appealed very strongly to my sympathies considering brother
smoot endorsed these notes in consequence of counsel he says he received
from president young to stand by that academy and do all in his power to
213 president
sustain it 11213
woodruff who had promised to provide for early
payment of these notes soon covered the court judgments and other of
the most pressing academy debts the other creditors agreed to take interest payments upon the first presidency s promise of future payment 214
president Woodruf
flater
later estimated the church paid about 75000 in acadwoodrufflater
woodruff
emy indebtedness about the cost of the new academy building 215
the academy s future was not secure until the church absorbed the
school smoots successor as president of the board of trustees apostle
at the close of the 1895 96 school year
brigham young jr informed cluff
cluffat
that the church could not appropriate funds to the school for the upcoming year realizing that receiving no assistance meant the death of the
academy cluff arrived at what seemed to him to be his only option
one evening while returning from a walk down town and while studying
deeply over the future of the academy the thought came to me like an inspiration give the school to the church immediately my mind was at rest
I1 knew that was the right thing to do

church leaders had so greatly invested in the academy by the summer of
1896 that even the prospect of pushing the church further into debt could
cluffs unsolicited gift they acnot dissuade them from turning down bluffs
cepted the gift prepared articles of incorporation dated july 18
1896 and
181896
appropriated the needed funds the following year three new members of
the board of trustees were sustained at the annual general conference of the
church according to provision in the articles the trustees had long hoped
that the church would take financial responsibility for the academy now that
the school had become an invaluable asset for building the kingdom their
wish was granted

216

brigham young academy s name was officially changed to brigham
young university in 1903 the school had long been doing collegiate level
work training teachers for employment and for a decade awarding them
with degrees the name academy places the school in a bad light cluff
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17
had concluded 217
changing the school s name was the last official move
cluff made he retired from his position at christmas break 1903 never
again to return to the field of education his tenure culminated at the desti
tination he envisioned from the start and once the school had come of age

his mission was fulfilled

218

conclusion
young academy
of
benjamin cluff jr followed the tradition ofbrigham
brigham
officials before him whose sense of mission carried the school out of crises
karl G maeser guided the school out of a student poor pioneer utah A 0
smoot extended his credit as far as was needed for the academy to stand at
the head of the church school system and cluff poised the school to
become a metropolitan university the commitment academy officials had
for the academy stemmed from their loyalty to brigham young my whole
young s in this laudable and praiseworthy
soul is in accord with brigham youngs
19
001
ooi 2219
school
undertaking smoot once said of the sch
these were not empty
words they were written in the acts of academy officials who consistently
manifested their love for brigham young and belief in his vision long after
he was gone

jed

L

woodworth

is

research editor at BYU studies

see thomas G alexander mormonism in transition A history of the latter day
saints 1890
1590 1930 urbana and chicago university of illinois press 1986 3 15 james B
allen
alien
ailen and glen M leonard the story of the latter day saints zd ed rev salt lake
city deseret book 1992 409 34
2 this figure is the first of many nineteenth century dollar figures cited in this
paper for those who wish to think of these figures in present day dollar figures two
conversion rates will be helpful to convert the 1875 dollar into the 1990 dollar multiply by ten to convert the 1895 dollar into the 1990 dollar multiply by fifteen larry
wimmer economic historian in the department of economics brigham young univer
sity who supplied me with these figures reminds readers that these numbers give
versity
only approximate conversions and do not represent literal values
3 ernest L wilkinson ed brigham young university the first one hundred
years 4 vols provo brigham young university press 1975
1536 37 the first of these
19751536
four volumes offers the most comprehensive history of the brigham young academy
currently available all four volumes are condensed into one with some new material
in ernest L wilkinson and W cleon skousen brigham young university A school of
destiny provo brigham young university press 1976 photographic treatment may
aioo years
be found in edwin butterworth jr brigham young university 1000 views of
ioo
ofioo
provo utah brigham young university press 1975 student life is reviewed in keith
lowell smith A history of the brigham young university the early years
phd diss brigham young university 1972 for contemporaneous his1875 1921
tory of the academy covering the period before 1882 see the three part series written by
james E talmage and published in the contributor in
in march may and june 1881 for
1
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contemporaneous history after 1882 see karl G maeser school and fireside n p skelton
1898 159 92 and the brief historical summaries of the school found in yearly academy
1898159
circulars beginning in 1884 located in special collections and manuscripts harold B
lee library brigham young university provo utah hereafter cited as BYU archives
4 nonpublic schools in the united states are treated in otto F kraushaar american nonpublic schools patterns of diversity baltimore the johns hopkins university
an interpretive discussion of nineteenth century academies is found in
1972
theodore R sizer ed the age of the academies new york teacher s college 1964
A superb study of the interplay between nonpublic schools academies and public
schools is william J reese the origins of the american high school new haven yale
university press 1995 latter day saint academies are treated in john D monnett jr
the mormon church and its private school system in utah the emergence of the
mo 1892 phd diss university of utah 1984 98 116
academies 1880
5 the young academy of salt lake city the second of three schools brigham
young founded never opened its doors the last of the three the brigham young college of logan battled the brigham young academy through the 188os
i88os for the same
sparse student clientele the college never had similar financial problems however
because its original deed conveyed over 9000
9300 acres of land some of which was either
rented or sold to subsidize tuition revenues on the young academy see D michael
quinn the brief career of young university at salt lake city utah historical quarterly 41 winter 1973 69 89 on brigham young college see arnold K garr A history of brigham young college logan utah master s thesis utah state university
1973 it is not clear why brigham young named two schools academy and the other
an
ali three deeds and the ages of
all
college stipulations for curriculum read identically in ail
those who actually attended were practically identical in any case brigham young college operated for many years as a college in name only george thomas who attended
the school from 1889 to 1891 and later became president of the university of utah
called the college a poor high school george thomas school days ralph vary
chamberlin papers utah state historical society salt lake city
6 the original deeds were copied into brigham young academy trustees min1875 and june 151877 BYU archives they were reprinted in wilkinutes october 16
161875
son first one hundred years 1523 28
president A 0 smoot
7 brigham young quoted in susa young gates
young woman s journal 3 july 1892 436 karl G maeser A retrospect normal i
january 44.1892
1892 68
41892
8 smoot functioned as president of the high council at provo city until he was
officially called as president of utah stake when the stake was formally organized in
11

june 1877

that

the trustees were not paid as trustees the academy treasurer
received a small salary for bookkeeping
10 these stipulations are found in the original deeds of trust reprinted in wilkinio
son first one hundred years 1524 527 the deed also called for teaching all branches
of study usually taught in an academy of learning
11
ii A 0 smoot quoted in joseph E taylor abraham 0 smoot life and labors
18951
of the late president of the board of trustees of the B Y A
1895 67 abraham 0
smoot collection BYU archives
president A 0 smoot 435 36 these quotations come from brig12 gates
ham young s conversations with A 0 smoot specifically on another occasion smoot
said brigham young told dr maeser and myself that the school had been given us as
a charge to ourselves and the board of directors
brigham young academy deseret
9
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news weekly january 991892
1892 84 maeser took over prinicpalship in april 1876 after he
completed his teaching obligation to the university of deseret and twentieth ward
school interim principal warren N dusenberry and john E booth taught the academy s first term which began in january 1876 and lasted until march dusenberry s
interim status is discussed in susa young gates to george H brimhall june 12
1920
121920
draft three susa young gates collection utah state historical society hereafter cited
as gates collection
1877
brigham young academy utah county enquirer august 29
13
291877
14 brigham young academy faculty minutes october 5 1877 BYU archives
brigham young academy trustees minutes july 661878
1878 james E daniels deseret
evening news july 241897 22
15 brigham young academy trustees minutes july 6
1878 this percentage de61878
rives from total outstanding liabilities against faculty some of these liabilities may have
been outstanding from past years
16
in
report of the territorial superintendent of district schools 1876 18771
1877
J C moffitt comp
reports of the superintendents of schools of utah from 1861 to
1896 typescript 122 BYU archives
the expansion of american higher education in the transf17 colin B burke
ormation of higher learning 1860 1930 ed konrad H jarausch chicago university
of chicago press 1983 ill
lii
in
18 brigham young academy circular 1878 79 BYU archives
19 brigham young academy faculty minutes june 14 1878 wilkinson and
skousen school of destiny 99
20 this is not to say that smoot was not wealthier than most see J R kearl
clayne L pope and larry T wimmer comps index to the 1850 1860 6
1870 censuses
61870
of utah heads of households baltimore genealogical publishing 1981 333 the point
about brigham young s wealth was made in david james croft the private business
activities of brigham young 1847 1877 journal of the west 16 october 1977 49
smoots multitudinous business activities are treated in C elliott berlin abraham
owen smoot pioneer mormon leader master s thesis brigham young university
1955 smoot s early life and family history may be found in loretta D nixon and
L douglas smoot abraham owen smoot A testament of his life provo utah A 0
smoot family organization 1994
statistical report of the utah stake of zion utah territory for the month
21
ending october 1877 in utah stake historical record 1877 1888 january 1131
1878
13
microfilm of holograph archives division historical department the church of
jesus christ of latter day saints salt lake city hereafter cited as LDS church
archives brigham young academy trustees minutes july 661878
1878
22 brigham young academy trustees minutes july 61878 this figure does not
include 570 given by the utah county court predecessor to the utah county commission for the tuition of student beneficiaries in 1876 the court agreed to af
allocate
locate
funds for the yearly tuition of twenty six students from each of the principal settlements of utah county the complete appropriation was never made beneficiaries were
cut to ten in 1882 and appropriations had ceased altogether by 1885 for the initial
appropriation see utah county court minutes september 5 november 10
io 1876
microfilm of holograph microfilms office utah county court provo utah
president A 0 smoot 435 the bishops
23 brigham young quoted in gates
were william bringhurst springville
Spring ville leonard harrington american fork myron
tanner provo 3rd
duff was called as smoot s
ard ward harvey cluff provo 4th
ath ward cluff
second counselor in the utah stake presidency after the stake was officially organized in
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june 1877 see utah stake historical record 1877 1888 june 3 1877 for the involve
ment of nineteenth century LDS bishops in local schools see donald gene pace
community leadership on the mormon frontier mormon bishops and the political
ph D diss ohio state
economic and social development of utah before statehood phd
university 1983
spnngviue ward utah stake historical record 1875 1879 july 30 1876
24 springviue
microfilm of holograph LDS church archives bringhurst asked his congregation to
show their willingness to sustain the school by calling for a raise of the right hand
25 payson ward utah stake historical record 1875 1879 august 271876 july 15
1877 microfilm of holograph LDS church archives bible reading in public schools was
still acceptable in utah and in most schools across the nation although the practice
USS cities had recently banned the
was coming under increasing attack as several major U
practice and the supreme court of ohio sustained a lower court ruling in ohio in 1873
nonpublic
non public school 1825 1925 columbia uni
see lloyd P jorgenson the statland
state andthenon
theNon
and the
stateand
hersity of missouri press 1987 132 33 picking up on smoot s theme other local bish
versity
ops
aps asked their congregations to sustain the academy see for example spanish fork
1878 microfilm of holograph
ward utah stake historical record 1877 1882 august 441878
LDS church archives academy students were also sent to wards to speak about the
schools merits see for example utah stake historical record 1874 1884 november
july 27
1879
271879
26 utah stake historical record 1877 1888 july 661878
1878
1878 august 331878
27 utah stake historical record 1874 1884 march 7 1880
28 margery W ward A life divided the biography of joseph marion tanner
1859 1927 salt lake city publishers 1980 9 payson ward utah stake historical
record 1875 1879 july 15 1877 latin and greek were taught at the academy but un
like many antebellum academies these studies were never considered a vital part of
the curriculum
1879
291879
29 the brigham young academy deseret evening news july 29
30 the brigham young academy deseret evening news july 291879
31 the draft version is found in A 0 smoot myron tanner and wilson H
dusenberry to the saints in zion june 20 1879 photocopy of holograph centennial
history project papers BYU archives the centennial history project papers contains
primary and secondary source documents used in writing the four volume history the
typescripts
scripts unless
first one hundred years all documents cited from this collection are type
otherwise noted the draft circular was presented to the priesthood in utah stake his
dorical
torical record 1877 1888 july 551879
toncal
1879 the week before the priesthood meeting maeser
sent the draft to president taylor who after the meeting returned it with changes suggested for publication among the deletions in the published version were the phrases
calling the academy s natural patron the people of the latter day saints and a ref
arence to president taylor consenting to subscription committees for every stake of
erence
zion karl G maeser to john taylor june 251879 photocopy of holograph centen
nial history project papers smoot tanner and dusenberry to the saints in zion june
20 1879 see wilkinson first one hundred years 1117 for a large excerpt from this
draft mistaken to be a published circular
32 the brigham young academy deseret evening news july 291879
33 brigham young academy trustees minutes november 27 1880
ville ward
springville
spnngviue
34 brigham young academy trustees minutes july 17 1876 Spring
1876 milton H hardy diary july 2
utah stake historical record 1875 1879 july 30
301876
1877 BYU archives routes and appointments for elders karl G maeser and john
juniorj
junior
taylor juniors
Juniorj photocopy of 1878 holograph karl G maeser papers BYU archives
1878
10
101878
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hereafter cited as maeser papers educational tour deseret news weekly september 441878494
1878 494 95 leonard E harrington journal july 271879 quoted in journal of
Quart erlys8 january 1940 56
leonard E harrington utah historical quarterly
quarterlys
233188 photocopy of holograph maeser
233180
35 karl G maeser to john taylor june 231880
papers for a detailed account of this journey see james E talmage journal june 29
1880 microfilm of holograph james edward talmage papers BYU archives
august io
101880
36 james E talmage journal july 4 august 9 1880
37 brigham young academy domestic department minutes january 15 1880
BYU archives utah stake bishop s meetings minutes august 24 1880 centennial
history project papers
territorial enquirer june 21 1882
38 brigham young academy examination
journal history of the church june 21 1882 5 microfilm of holograph LDS church
provo s territorial enquirer are extant unless otherwise noted
ofprovo
archives few issues of
all subsequent citations of journal history refer to excerpts of the territorial enquirer
found therein
39 see monnett emergence of the academies 98 116 for a recent interpretive
essay on the origins of the church school system see frederick S buchanan mormon
response to secular education religious education 81 fall 1986 643 54
40 the problem of overpopulation during this time is discussed in leonard J
arrington great basin kingdom an economic history of the latter day saints
1830 1900 lincoln university of nebraska press 1958 354 56 realization of the limits of the land did not eliminate utah s pro
proagricultural
agricultural bias however see davis bitton
and linda wilcox the transformation of utahs agriculture 1847 1900 in the
twentieth century american west contributions to an understanding eds thomas G
alexander and john F bluth provo utah charles redd center for western studies

198357

83

see douglas F tobler lecture on karl G maeser september 18
1980 type181980
script BYU archives maeser biography may be found in reinhard maeser karl G
maeser A biography provo utah brigham young university press 1928 and alma P
burton karl G maeser mormon educator salt lake city deseret book 1953 helpful insights into maeser s german upbringing and educational training are located
in douglas F tobler karl G maeser s german background 1828 1856 the making
of
zion s teacher BYU studies 17 no 2 1977155
ofzion
153 75 and wilkinson first one hun1977 155
dred years 177 87 for contemporary biography see dedicatory daily enquirer
january 441892
1892 the best source for understanding maeser s thought remains his own
school and fireside
42 wilkinson and skousen school of destiny 99 compare brigham young acadi88o
1879 november 27 1880
emy trustees minutes december 23
231879
43 karl G maeser to john taylor october 8 1878 john taylor presidential
papers LDS church archives hereafter cited as taylor papers
1878 maeser thought 2000 per year was suffi44 maeser to taylor october 881878
dflemma karl G maeser to john taylor
dilemma
cient to lift the institution out of its present df
lemma
october 41878 taylor papers
45 the st george temple was dedicated in 1877 temples were under construction
in salt lake manti and logan temple costs and contributions are listed in arrington
great basin kingdom 339 41 the church s struggle with the federal government during
this time is chronicled in edwin brown firmage and richard couin
collin mangrum zion in
the courts A legal history of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints 1830 agoo
igoo
1900
coflect
urbana university of illinois press 1988 church leaders asked local leaders to collect
donations for a defense fund assisting to pay litigation expenses see for example
5 1886
utah stake historical record 1877 1888 november i 1879 november 51886
41
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lii
ill
111

biennial report of the territorial superintendent of district schools 1878
in moffitt reports of the superintendents 137 39 john taylor in journal
18791
1879
1878
of discourses 26 vols liverpool F D richards 1855 86 2047 48 august 441878
john taylor to A 0 smoot and karl G maeser july 15 1879 centennial history
project papers
1879
151879
47 taylor to smoot and maeser july 15
48 for a recent assessment of john taylor s involvement with schools in utah see
newell G bringhurst and frederick S buchanan the forgotten odyssey of obadiah H
riggs early pioneer for education reform utah historical quarterly 66 winter 1998
55 57 early attempts at statehood are reviewed in edward leo lyman political deliverance
questfor
for utah statehood urbana university of illinois press 1986 7 40
the mormon quest
short reminiscent sketches of karl G maeser
49 zina young williams card
typescript 3 zina young williams card papers BYU archives
reminiscent
Remin scent sketches of karl G maeser 3 president taylor
short reminscent
50 card
told her he had been visited by her father who had asked that the school be fostered
and cared for J marinus jensen and others history of the brigham young university 1942 draft 31 BYU archives
brigham young academy deseret evening news june 20 1881 brigham
51
1881 A later history mistakenly places
young academy trustees minutes november 441881
the donation at 500 jensen and others history of the brigham young university 31
52 karl G maeser to L john nuttall august 181882 centennial history project
papers L john nuttall to karl G maeser august 28
1882 L john nuttall letterpress
281882
copybooks L john nuttall papers BYU archives hereafter cited as nuttall papers
A history of provo utah bound 1970 typescript 136
53 john clifton moffitt
council
harold B lee library brigham young university provo utah provo city counch
minutes january 28
1884 provo city recorder s office provo utah
281884
10
1884 photocopy of
101884
54 lars E eggertson to simon P eggertson jr february lo
holograph BYU archives for a description of the lewis building see jensen and
others the history of the brigham young university 1875 19421
89
1942
1884 arretta young to evadna young
101884
lo
55 eggertson to eggertson jr february 10
january 28
1884 typescript BYU archives
281884
56 A mormon academy burned new york times january 29
18844 the fire
2918844
at provo deseret evening news january 291884 fire at provo salt lake daily trib1884
une january 291884 B Y academy gone salt lake daily herald january 29
291884
291884.7
57 A great loss journal history january 2918847
2918847
1884
58 eggertson to eggertson jr february io
101884
ii october 161907 5
59 nels L nelson homes of the school white and blue 11
1884 american fork
60 circular to the heirs of the late president brigham young 18841
ward utah stake historical record 1883 1894 october 21 1883 microfilm of holograph LDS church archives
61 karl G maeser quoted in milton H hardy the faculty performs a pleasant
duty normal i1 march 181892 118
62 brigham young academy trustees minutes january 281884
63 nelson homes of the school 5 the fire at provo deseret evening news
1884
january 29
291884
64 ferdinand ericksen to zina young williams february 2 1884 photocopy of
holograph centennial history project papers
1884
29.1884
65 the fire at provo deseret evening news january 29
291884
66 the fire at provo deseret evening news january 29
1884 maeser later said
291884
the school fulfilled this prediction and like a phoenix the B Y academy emerged out
of the flame with renewed vigor karl G maeser the brigham young academy
18gi 43
normal ii november 13
131891
46
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112
1884
67 eggertson to eggertson jr february io
101884
prove deseret evening news january 291884
68 the fire at provo
29 1884
69 brigham young academy faculty minutes january 29 1884

first national
provo utah minutes january 28
ofprovo
1882 microfilm of holograph family his281882
bank of
tory library the church of jesus christ of latter day saints salt lake city
70 nelson homes of the school 5 the academy fire deseret evening news
january 31
1884 nelson said rent for the bank rooms was free but the fee was in fact
311884
100
loo
100 through the end of the school year in june brigham young academy trustees
minutes july 28 1884 brigham young academy receipts and disbursements 1880
1888 59 BYU archives this price covered rooms upstairs and a room downstairs
rented to the school beginning in mid february brigham young academy faculty
minutes february 15 1884 the academy also rented smoots storeroom and a room
from local resident G W smith brigham young academy receipts and disbursemo 1888 79 BYU
ments 1880 1888 57 59 brigham young academy accounts 1880
archives A great loss journal history january 29
1884 7 for other locales where
291884
classes may have been held see wilkinson first one hundred years 1133 A mid feb
auary 1884 summary of the academy s accommodations noted a dozen rooms but did
ruary
not give their locations B Y academy journal history february 22
1884 7
221884
1884
71 brigham young academy trustees minutes february 9
91884
72 brigham young academy faculty minutes february 15 1884 the academy
paid jones 5000
50.00
5000 plus free tuition for his children for the use of his store through the
end of the school year in june brigham young academy disbursements 1880 1889
mo 1888 67 for examples of
117 BYU archives brigham young academy accounts 1880
smoot s friendship with jones see S S jones diary august 25
1875 january i1 1876
251875
december 25
251881
mi samuel stephens jones papers BYU archives maeser later thanked
the bank directors and jones for placing their premises almost free of charge the B Y
academy examination journal history april 441884
1884 9
1884
73 brigham young academy burned deseret evening news january 28
281884
1884
101884
74 eggertson to eggertson jr february io
1884 7
75 A great loss journal history january 29
291884
76 maeser the brigham young academy 43
1884
281884
77 the provo fire ogden daily herald january 28
78 the fire at provo deseret evening news january 29
1884
291884
1884 7
79 priesthood meeting journal history february 881884
80 A good prospect deseret evening news january 30
1884 no title journal
001884
301884
history february 1i 1884 6
81
no title journal history february 1i 1884 6 the B Y academy fund
journal history february 551884
1884 6
82 A good prospect deseret evening news january 301884
001884
30 1884
83 the B Y academy deseret evening news february 661884
1884
84 the B Y academy deseret evening news february 661884
1884
85 brigham young academy faculty minutes february 22 march 141884 our
salt lake letter utah journal february 991884
1884
86 choir concert and ball deseret evening news february 6 1884 concert
babl
dali deseret evening news february 27 1884 the B Y academy benefit
dail
ball
and bahl
deseret evening news march 14
1884
141884
87 B Y academy salt lake daily herald march 14
1884
141884
88 L john nuttall diary march 221884
1884 typescript BYU archives fragments
deseret evening news march 11
1884
111884
1884 A 0 smoot and H H cluff
89 L john nuttall diary march 221884
to william B
cluffto
preston april 18
1887 in harvey harris cluff autobiography microfilm of holograph
181887
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113

18871 family history library utah county deeds record book P 483
april 18
181887
utah county recorders office provo brigham young academy building fund day
book march 241884
24 1884 1i BYU archives see also the land secured journal history
4830
4800
march 25
4800 by
1884 7 A recent history erroneously arrived at a purchase price of 4400
251884
mistaking a discussion of another piece of property for the lewis property compare
wilkinson first one hundred years 1131 with john taylor to A 0 smoot and others
december 141885 centennial history project papers
go
1884 utah stake historical
90 provo points salt lake daily herald march 991884
jr diary may 25
cluff
1884 BYU archives
record 1877 88 may 31
1884 benjamin cluffjr
cluffer
251884
311884
the entire dedicatory prayer was printed in ground broke journal history may 21

1272

H
1884
188411

fragments deseret evening news june 171884
92 academy trustees countered the claim that the rooms were not cramped in
B Y academy journal history february 22
1884 7 9
221884
93 third term enrollment was down 18 percent from the year before compare
B Y academy examination journal history march 30
18835 and the B Y acad3018835
1884 9
emy examination journal history april 441884
ofzions
zions cooperative mer94 W H dusenberry to the president and directors of
cantile institution march 21 1884 in brigham young academy trustees minutes
march 17
1884
171884
1884
211884
95 dusenberry to the president and directors march 21
1885 maeser school and fireside
141885
96 taylor to smoot and others december 14
169 for a physical description of the ZCMI warehouse and rooms occupied by the
academy there see the academy academic review i october 1884 3
april 10
lo
97 zions cooperative mercantile institution board of directors minutes apra
1884 microfilm of holograph LDS church archives courtesy of the president of
ZCMI currently richard madsen hereafter cited as ZCMI directors
98 the B Y academy journal history august 12 1884 7 samuel liddiard
autobiography 34 utah state historical society
H
211884 n
99 ground broke journal history may 21.1884
10
1884 see also i peter 412
101884
100
loo quoted in eggertson to eggertson jr february lo
101
loi for examples of this problem see sevier salt lake daily herald august 1i
iol
1884 the grain prospect
111884
1884 condition of crops ogden daily herald august 11
1884
deseret evening news august 20
201884
102 see arrington great basin kingdom 353 79
103 see stan larson ed prisionerfor polygamy the memoirs and letters of rudger
clawson at the utah territorial penitentiary 1884 87 urbana university of illinois
press 1993 2 6
104 for a history of antipolygamy legislation during this time see firmage and
mangrum zion in the courts 160 209
105 see arrington great basin kingdom 360 for antipolygamy raids in general
polygamy
antipolygamy
antl
see tracey E panek search and seizures in utah recounting the anti
raids utah historical quarterly 62 fall 1994 316 34 for women on the underunderground of
ground see kimberly J james between two fires women on the theunderground
mormon polygamy journal of mormon history 8 1981 49 61 for children on the
underground see martha sonntag bradley hide and seek children on the underground utah historical quarterly 51 spring 1983 133 53
log these statistics derive from the principal s reports for the first three terms of
106
the 1883 84 and 1884 85 academic years located in BYU archives and from brigham
young academy receipts and disbursements 1880 i888
188842
42 74
91
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114

brigham young academy territorial enquirer april 7 1885 in brigham
young academy faculty minutes april 771885
1885
108 in december 1884 after the trustees reported how they found it very difficult
to collect means under the present circumstances president taylor sent the last
installment on the 5000
5000 donation from the church A 0 smoot H H cluff and
W H dusenberry to john taylor december 27 1884 centennial history project
papers george reynolds to A 0 smoot december 29
1884 photocopy of holograph
291884
BYU archives for evidence that most other subscriptions were never paid see
brigham young academy building fund day book 1 9 A 0 smoot david john and
H H cluff to john taylor december 1i 1886 in cluff autobiography 1245 december 1886 liddiard autobiography 44 brigham young academy receipts and dissements 1880 1888 93
bursements
bur
1885 centennial hislog
191885
109 A 0 smoot and others to john taylor november ig
tory project papers the trustees later affirmed they expended 11000
11000 in round numbers on the 1884 construction this figure probably included the price of land A 0
smoot and others v 0 W andelin and others 1703 first district court utah march 27
1891 fourth judiciary district court provo utah
1885 smoot john and cluff to tayno
19.1885
191885
llo smoot and others to taylor november ig
lio
1886 A 0 smoot and
lor december i1 1886 in cluff autobiography 1245 december 18861
H H cluff to john taylor may 221887
18871
1887 in cluff autobiography 1278 may 221887
111
ill
iii james E talmage journal august 14 1886
ili
112 karl G maeser to john taylor april 14 1886 centennial history project
papers brigham young academy accounts 1880 1888
188839
39 47 56 61 74 76 88 94
113 maeser to taylor april 14 1886
114 maeser to taylor april 14 1886
115 maeser to taylor april 14 1886
116 the property was located on the block immediately north and east of the
intersection of center street and J street later university avenue for a description of
the tithing block see wilkinson first one hundred years 1111 12
117 brigham young academy trustees minutes december 23 1879 taylor to
smoot and others december 14
1885
141885
118 brigham young academy trustees minutes december 231879 november 27
1881 august 22
1882 john taylor george Q cannon and joseph F
1880 november 4 1881
221882
smith to A 0 smoot may 10
io 1881 centennial history project papers taylor to
smoot and others december 14
1885
141885
up
1885
ilg smoot and others to taylor november i9
191885
ia
120 taylor to smoot and others december 14 1885 all quotations in this paragraph are from this source
121 for more on arbitration in nineteenth century utah see firmage and mangrum zion in the courts 281 83 328 350 53
122 A 0 smoot to john taylor may 3 1886 taylor papers
1885 nuttall papers
nuttaii
nuttall june 19 1886
123 A 0 smoot to L john nuttail
ig 1886
124 smoot to nuttall june 19
125 A 0 smoot to john taylor january 5 1886 taylor papers
126 L john nuttall to A 0 smoot june 7 1886 L john nuttall letterpress copybooks nuttall
nuttaii papers L john nuttail
nuttail
nuttaii
nuttall to karl G maeser may 21 1886 L john nuttall
letterpress copybooks nuttall papers
A biographical study of
127 for nuttall biography see clarence G jensen
leonard john nuttall private secretary to presidents john taylor and wilford
woodruff master s thesis brigham young university 1962
107
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nuttall to smoot june 7 1886
nuttaii
nuttail
nuttail
nuttall letterpress
129 L john nuttall to karl G maeser june 8 1886 L john nuttaii
copybooks nuttall papers nuttall to smoot june 7 1886
nuttaii june 19 1886
nuttail
130 smoot to nuttall
131 smoot to nuttall june 19 1886
132 brigham young academy trustees minutes june 26 1886 A 0 smoot to
john taylor june 30 1886 taylor papers
133 john taylor to A 0 smoot july 5 1886 centennial history project papers
134 karl G maeser to L john nuttall august 21 1886 nuttall papers
maeser s line of reasoning see james E talmage journal
ofmaeser
135 for an example of
1880 see also luke 104 and matthew 631
august 30
301880
136 H H duff
cluff to john taylor january 17 1887 centennial history project
papers john taylor to james jack january 25
1887 typescript samuel W taylor col251887
lection utah state historical society
nuttaii august 21 1886 cluff autobiography 1235 october 16 18861
nuttail
1886
137 maeser to nuttall
138 karl G maeser to L john nuttall november 20 1886 nuttall papers
brigham young academy receipts and disbursements 1880 1888 94 96
139 utah stake high council minutes 1865 1889 october 25 1886 microfilm of
holograph LDS church archives
2 1886
140 utah stake high council minutes 1865 1889 november 21886
2 1886
141 utah stake high council minutes 1865 1889 november 21886
142 utah stake high council minutes 1865 1889 october 251886
25 1886
1886
201886
143 utah stake high council minutes 1865 1889 october 25 november 20
144 utah stake high council minutes 1865 1889 november 29 1886 see also
smoot john and cluff to taylor december i 1886 in cluff autobiography 1245
december 1886 and james talmage journal november 29 1886
31 i888
145 utah stake high council minutes 1865 1889 january 311888
146 the figures are found in brigham young academy receipts and disbursements 1880 1888
1887 photo1888104
104 karl G maeser to wilford woodruff october 25
251887
copy of holograph maeser papers see also L john nuttall to karl G maeser august 17
1887 L john nuttall letterpress copybooks nuttall
nuttaii papers karl G maeser to wilford
nuttail
woodruff february 29 1888 photocopy of holograph maeser papers ZCMI directors
also helped the academy by cutting the rent due in half ZCMI directors minutes
12 i888
march 121888
147 ron walker crisis in zion heber J grant and the panic of 1893 arizona
and the west 21 autumn 1979 258 odell E scott economic history of provo utah
master s thesis brigham young university 1951 181 86
1849 1900
heii
fill vacan148 wilkinson first one hundred years 1527 the heirs also had power to heil
cies on the board of trustees the same powers were granted the heirs in the 1875 deed
149 cache county deeds record book D 592 602 cache county recorder s
office logan utah A typescript of this deed is located in special collections and
manuscripts merrill library utah state university logan utah
150 the trustees had attempted to rewrite their deed to include the same clause in
the brigham young college deed but several heirs rejected the move see brigham
young academy trustees minutes december 221882
1882 june 251883
25 1883
susa young gates items of
susa young gates draft 9 autobiographical
ofsusa
151
my appeal to the young family to deed
flection susa young gates
collection
notes gates Co
over the B Y A property to the church after B Y tried 1889 emma lucy gates
collection
bowen Co
flection BYU archives gates counted eighty three heirs gates president
A 0 smoot 437 seventy nine names were listed on the 1890 deed wilkinson first
128
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one hundred years 1529 30 the names and birth dates of first generation heirs are
listed in leonard J arrington brigham young american moses new york alfred A
knopf 1985 420
152 the heirs were emmeline young crosbie louise young ferguson and ruth
young healy crosbie and ferguson sued and were excommunicated arrington
brigham young american moses 429 leonard J arrington the settlement of the
i 20
brigham young estate 1877 1879 pacific historical review 21 february 1952 1120
153 hyrum young to A 0 smoot april 301890 abraham 0 smoot collection
18go abraham 0 smoot
BYU archives legrand young to W H king december 441890
collection legrand young to A 0 smoot september 301891 abraham 0 smoot collection for the declining market see the scarcity of money daily enquirer decem18go
ber 441890
18go placed on
111890
154 brigham young academy trustees minutes november 11
12 18go potential buyers were aware of the probmarket daily enquirer november 121890
lem with title this newspaper article pointed out that not all the heirs had signed the
deed see also the discussion of the heirs in utah stake high council minutes
2 1886
1865 1889 november 21886
1891 B Y academy
251891
155 brigham young academy daily enquirer february 25
18gi A new building for provo daily enquirer
building daily enquirer march 17
171891
1891
101891
april 10
lo
156 utah county deeds record book 11 331 32 490
1891 smoot later said
291891
157 brigham young academy trustees minutes august 29

and at great expense and inconthe trustees immediately proceeded in good faith
to procure the abstract of title after the final agreement with the joint
veni ence
venience
stock company was arranged on april 8 1891 central building company v A 0
1893 fourth judicial dissmoot and others 2802 first district court utah august 991893
trict court provo utah two days after the final agreement trustee myron tanner
departed from provo for a six week trip through seventeen eastern states including
new york tanner s purpose for making this trip according to the daily enquirer was
to visit relatives and various other points of interest tanner may have visited the
cottings
tings daily enquirer april 10
jottings
heirs in new york city and county Jot
io 1891 jot
18gi smoot had contemplated making the trip to new
tings daily enquirer may 25
251891
york himself before local business concerns held him back reed smoot to annie
smoot january 11111891
1891 photocopy of holograph reed smoot papers BYU archives
81
ai 147153 54
first district court utah minutes 1890 1892 64 8i
brigham young academy
158 cluff autobiography 262 april 24 25 1891
1893 BYU archives brigham young acadexecutive committee minutes january 12
121893
emy accounts 1889 1904 41 82 BYU archives
karig
18921 see also karl
G maeser church
kari
41892
159 cluff autobiography 270 january 4
school papers no 13 juvenile instructor 27 february 1i 1892 97
fall
fad of
fan
igo two instances of overbuilding
160
over building in utah will illustrate the point in the eail
1891 trustees of the latter day saints college formerly salt lake stake academy
signed their names for a mortgage and loans totaling 30000 to pay for land and remodeling on their new school building they were unable to raise the money and
petitioned the church for help salt lake county mortgage record 3 E 9 10 3 H
140 salt lake county record s office salt lake city utah angus M cannon and
others to wilford woodruff and others march 14 1892 centennial history project
papers in the winter of 1890 trustees of the ogden stake academy obligated themselves by signing notes as individuals in several sums aggregating 11500
il 500 this money
went toward a 22000 school building whose construction was suspended throughout
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for want of funds weber stake board of education minutes september 5 1891
june 151892 microfilm of typescript LDS church archives
188os see john rydjord A history of
over building during the late i88os
for instances of overbuilding
fairmount college lawrence kans regents press 197713
1977 13 16 michael E arrington
Ou achita baptist university the first 100
loo years little rock ark august house
ouachita
1891

1985

39 41
161 A

0

smoot and W H dusenberry to wilford woodruff march 25 1893
centennial history project papers the joint stock company began construction on the
tithing block before the thirty day period expired the trustees failure to provide clear
title and the growing scarcity of money dissuaded shareholders from paying the majority of their capital stock unable to bond for want of title the company went bankrupt
lost the property to marshals sale and later sued the academy for breach of contract
the school was acquitted liddiard autobiography 43 central building evening
dispatch april 29 1891 central building company v A 0 smoot and others 2802
smoots defense see the
ofsmoots
1893 for a summary of
first district court utah august 991893
evening news november 271894 6 the suit came after
20000
20000 damage suit deseret eveningnews
academy officials outbid prospective buyers at the marshal s sale and re obtained the
8000 this purchase was probably motivated by conproperty in december 1892 for 8000
titie
tlde brigham
tide
cern for a new owner suing the school for its inability to provide clear title
young academy trustees minutes december 15
ig 1892 brigham young academy
15191892
1892
executive committee minutes december 15
151892
18921
162 cluff autobiography 270 january 4
41892
provo finances daily enquirer april 18 1891 don t go in debt daily
163
enquirer april 27 1891 walker crisis in zion 258 61 for a summary of church
finances during this time see thomas G alexander things in heaven and earth the
life and times of wilford woodruff a mormon prophet salt lake city signature
1991

283 87
164 A

smoot quoted in cluff autobiography 270 january 4 1892 susa
young gates published a contemporaneous biographical sketch of smoot written from
personal conversations with her subject she called the communication between
smoot and brigham young a dream or vision As she retold the story she heard smoot
tell at the academy s 1892 commencement exercises he met and joyfully greeted in his
vision with president young who commended him for his labor in this academy
brigham young bade him to rise above his mental concern as to the completion of
the academy assuring him that the money would be forthcoming when it was needed
gates president A 0 smoot 437 the context of the cluff account seems to date
18gi when the school had located just
the brigham young communication to early july 1891
1000
1000 to pay off its building contracts compare cluff autobiography 263 july 1i 2233
1891 and 270 january 41892
165 the mortgage brought 25000 cluff and his wife emily initially inked the
deal before he and the other nine trustees signed in behalf of the school for terms see
utah county mortgage record book 8397 and utah county deeds record book 16
53 smoot and cluff acting as the academy s executive committee signed for a 15000
loan with zion s savings bank in early october 1891 due three months from that date
utah county deeds record book 29 85 zion s savings bank and trust to A 0
smoot december 18
189i abraham 0 smoot collection smoot and cluff signed for
181891
4000
two other loans totaling 4400
4000 earlier in summer the only other cash used to erect
the new building came from land sales with two creditors who did not demand clear
title provo cooperative institute over which smoot presided paid 3000 for a portion of the tithing block and a local furniture store paid just over 700 for a portion of

0
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the old lewis building property all of these receipts are recorded in brigham young
academy receipts and disbursements 1889 1902 21 33 BYU archives see also
brigham young academy accounts 1889 1904 4 for another instance of trustees and
their wives signing as security for loans see weber stake board of education minutes
february 271891
166 after cash ran out smoot cluff W H dusenberry and david john acting
as an executive committee signed ten promissory notes totaling about 9500
9500 before
the new building was dedicated in january 1892 brigham young academy trustees
minutes july 11111891
1891 brigham young academy executive committee minutes july 11
18 22 261891 during the first three months of 1892 the
november 14 23 december 11
1118.22261891
111822261891
ooo brigham young academy
committee signed another six notes for almost 19000
000
19
19000
executive committee minutes january 8 20 30 february 24 1892 all of these
promissory notes are recorded in brigham young academy receipts and disbursements 1889 190230 37 and brigham young academy accounts 1889 1904
190444 for the
sentiment of two committee members on signing notes see nixon and smoot abraham owen smoot 247 david john journal december 28 1891 january 9 18923
1892
microfilm of holograph BYU archives
167 A 0 smoot and others v bryant young and others 1901 first district court
utah october 51891 fourth judicial district court winning suit was only one fund
ing possibility academy trustees attempted a long shot measure in december 1891
when they submitted a petition to federal attorney charles C varian for 65000 the
debt on the new building of the funds taken from the church in consequence of
fahl
fali
fall of 1892 see brief
the edmunds tucker act of 1887 this claim was rejected by the fail
ers the trustees of brigham young academy at provo
of J W judd for the petitioners
Petition
utah county in united states v the late corporation of the church of jesus christ
of latter day saints and others utah state historical society the church case
daily enquirer september 331891
189i
168 A 0 smoot and others v bryant young and others 1901 first district court
18gi
utah october 551891
169 action is threatened in brigham young academy trustees minutes march 4
1893 and dated to the time of the decision based upon circumstantial evidence found in
wilford woodruff wilford woodruffe
woodruffs journal 1833 1898 typescript ed scott G kenney 9 vols midvale utah signature books 1983 84 9200 may 1318921
131892 hereafter
journal
cited as wilford woodruff lo
urnal george Q cannon journal may 13 june 24
1892
241892
typescript courtesy of cannon family and brigham young academy executive committee minutes july 30
1892
301892
photo1892
231892
170 memorandum of liabilities brigham young academy june 23
copy of holograph centennial history project papers
1893 brigham young
171 brigham young academy trustees minutes march 4
41893
academy receipts and disbursements 1889 1902 56 60 utah county deeds record
book 26149 52
the panic of 1893 in utah history encyclopedia ed
172 ronald W walker
allan kent powell salt lake city university of utah press 1994 413 for a study of
the effects of this depression in utah see leonard J arrington utah and the depres
sion of the 18gos
1961 2 18 for effects across the
i890s utah historical quarterly 29 iggi
nation see nell irvin painter standing at armageddon the united states 1877
1577 1919
new york W W norton 1987
110
1987110
iio 40
ilo
173 the only purchase before the turn of the century was made before the settlement with the heirs academy trustee reed smoot A 0 smoots son bought 5000
square feet of the tithing block for 5000 in august 1892 he took the land without a
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was later changed to 4000
4000 brigham young academy executive
1892 utah county deeds record book 22360
committee minutes august 29
291892
22330 book 25
424 see also the smoot block daily enquirer september 1i 1892

deed

the agreement

smoot and dusenberry to woodruff march 25
1893
251893
175 brigham young academy receipts and disbursements 1889 1902 34 50
brigham young academy record of tuition receipts 1889 1895 63 85 BYU archives
utah stake high council minutes 1889 1910
iglo september 21892
1893 microfilm of holograph LDS church
176 anthon lund journal march 28
281893
archives
177 the original members of the general church board of education were wilford woodruff president karl G maeser general superintendent george Q cannon
anthon H lund lorenzo snow amos howe george W thatcher willard young
horace S eldredge an initial organization is found in fourth day deseret news
1888 205 george reynolds secretary for the board also functioned as
weekly april 11
111888
a member karl G maeser split time as academy principal and superintendent of the
general board of education until he retired as principal in 1892 for more on this
board see monnett emergence of the academies 114 15 222 23
178 these early schools included brigham young college in logan and stake acadsanpete
188os in salt lake San
pete and
emies organized with maeser s assistance in the mid i88os
millard stakes
deseret evening news
179 quinn the brief career 76 78 young university
18gi
june 221891
180 young university deseret evening news june 221891
1891
181 wilkinson first one hundred years 1229 30 george Q cannon journal
april 12
1892
121892
182 the temporary building is discussed in abraham H cannon journal octo1893 the cost of
ber 991893
1893 BYU archives and george Q cannon journal august 991893
Widt soe february 7 1892
the entire complex is found in john A widtsoe to annie widtsoe
trans amy tolk microfilm of holograph widtsoe family papers LDS church archives
183 james E talmage journal june 25 july i1 1888 smoot specifically objected to
the removal of james talmage and joseph marion tanner from the academy and to the
partial removal of karl G maeser who doubled as BYA principal and superintendent
cluffjr
jr april 9
of the general church board of education david john to benjamin cluff
cluffer
cluffjr
18go willard done and joseph nelson also
jr diary april 20
cluffer
1890 in benjamin cluff
201890
188os but by the end of the decade were
taught at brigham young academy in the mid i88os
privilege
teaching at the academy in salt lake stake for instances of the general board privileg
1888 may 15
161888
ing salt lake stake see james E talmage journal july 16
1889 angus M
151889
18gi microfilm of holograph angus munn cancannon diary april 28
18go may 11
111891
281890
non collection LDS church archives
184 for cluff biography see eugene L roberts and eldon reed cluff benjamin
cluffjr
jr scholar educational administrator and explorer typescript BYU archives
cluff
cluffer
for contemporary biography see walter wolfe benjamin cluff B S B M D
young comans
womans journal 3 september 1892 528 31
185 wilford woodruff to A 0 smoot and to the board of trustees brigham
young academy march 18 1891 in brigham young academy trustees minutes
march 251891
18gi
186 george Q cannon journal march 24
241891
18gi see also wilford woodruff jour187 george Q cannon journal march 24
241891
18gi L john nuttall diary march 24
nal march 24
189i cluff autobiography 261
241891
241891
cail was
cali
cluffjr
jr diary christmas 1894 confirms that the call
1891 benjamin cluff
march 24
cluffer
241891
suspended not revoked
174
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academy building daily enquirer march 17
1891 karl G maeser to
171891
18gi photocopy of holograph maeser papers
wilford woodruff march 21
211891
189 church education
daily enquirer march 25
189i
251891
igo brigham young academy trustees minutes march 25
1891
190
251891
daily enquirer january 4 1892
191 see dedicatory
1892 brigham young academy
deseret news weekly january 991892
1892 83 84
1892
192 wilford woodruff journal january 4
4 1892
193 see P bradford westwood
the early life and career of joseph don carlos
young 1855 1938 A study of utah
utahss first institutionally trained architect to 1884
master s thesis university of pennsylvania 1994 131 37 and C mark Ha
maton
hamilton
nineteenth century mormon architecture and city planning new york oxford uni188

B Y

versity press

1995

125 27

in title is recorded in angus M cannon diary april 28 1890
the original name of this academy salt lake stake academy was changed to latter
day saints college in 1889 to avoid confusion with the congregationalist school called
salt lake academy and to advance the intention of the general authorities to make the
institution in this stake a leading one for zion james E talmage journal may 15
1889 church leaders originally intended to make the latter day saints college the
church university by late 1890 however they had decided to found a university independent of the college the college retained its name but functioned essentially as an
academy see quinn the brief career 76
cluffjrjr to karl G maeser june 4 1891 photocopy of holograph
195 benjamin cluff
cluffer
centennial history project papers A 0 smoot and W H dusenberry to the general
board of education october 29
189i photocopy of holograph centennial history proj291891
ect papers george reynolds to A 0 smoot and W H dusenberry november 11
111891
189i
194

the transfer

general church board of education letterpress copybooks LDS church archives
196 karl G maeser to george reynolds november 12
18gi photocopy of holo121891
graph maeser papers course in pedagogy normal
normalii december 771891
189i 49 wilkinson first one hundred years 1225 29 benjamin cluffjr
jr diary christmas 1894 the
cluff
cluffer
hierarchy of schools is most clearly laid out in circular no 8 of the general board of
education of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints salt lake city cannon
and others
1892 see both versions of the circular including the one printed after cluff
cluffand
raised objections
197 the academy paid the wages of these instructors through receipts from the
county teacher associations in attendance
198 the professors with degrees from the east were walter wolfe williams college george Phi
flips glasgow university and joseph whitley queens college each
phillips
started at the academy at 1200 per year this was the same salary as N L nelson who
had been teaching literature full time at the school since the late 188os
i88os
199 figures include paid faculty who taught between the second term of 1891 92
and the first term 1892 93 cluff also hired perhaps the first non LDS teacher in the
church educational system anna K craig see ex president benj cluff jr white
and blue
blued7 january 22
blue7
1904 i
221904
and alice louise reynolds students at
200 these teachers included at least cluff
cluffand
the university of michigan cluff took temporary leave from the academy during the
1893 94 school year when he returned to michigan and completed his master s degree
see benjamin cluff
cluffjr
jr to george H brimhall and joseph B keeler november 25 and
cluffer
jr papers BYU archives hereafter cited as cluff papers
cluff
cluffer
29 1893 benjamin cluffjr
jr to george H brimhall december 31893 cluff papers
201 benjamin cluffjr
cluff
cluffer
202 provo letter deseret evening news december 16
1892 5
161892
1
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karl G maeser to wilford woodruff may 271892 photocopy of holograph
maeser papers cluff was aware of such accusations we are already accused of
spreading out too much he explained to a fellow faculty member benjamin cluff jr
to george H brimhall october 221893 cluff papers
204 this is not to say that teachers did not ever receive less than full salary
promises were big but not always kept during the 1892 93 year for example faculty
were disbursed about 1300 less than the total faculty payroll of 16500 some
faculty were also asked to take pay cuts see brigham young academy executive committee minutes september 1213
1892 nearly every faculty member took a substantial
12131892
pay cut at the beginning of the 1894 95 school year
205 george Q cannon journal july 211892
206 see brigham young academy circulars for 1891 921892 93 and 1893 94 for
descriptions of these courses
1893 brigham young academy trustees
207 george Q cannon journal may 221893
minutes august 29 1893 see also general church board of education minutes
august 11
1893 photocopy of holograph BYU archives
111893
208 official announcement deseret evening news august 18 1894 4 when
financial stringency decimated their student enrollment university of utah officials
asked the church to close the church university and in return offered to install james E
talmage as president of the university of utah the first presidency agreed to the deal
see ralph V chamberlin the university of utah A history of its first hundred years
1850 to 1950 salt lake city university of utah 1960 197 207 wilkinson first one
hundred years 1230 32 michael quinn asserts the church leaders made this move
because they clung to the hope of having the church university in salt lake city
while leaving the salvation of brigham young academy including the payment of its
debt primarily to residents of utah valley quinn the brief career 88 my argument here is the opposite church leaders had abandoned the idea of a church university in salt lake city and were now content to throw their weight behind the academy
because it was well along the way to becoming the university they then envisioned in
my view the academy s prominence and not the university of utah s location in salt
lake city was a greater motivator in the decision to close the church university
1894 at least twice
231894
209 general church board of education minutes october 23
the first presidency had attempted to help the academy pay off its building debt using
local funds the first attempt came in july 1892 when the presidency held a special
meeting with the priesthood holders of utah stake and asked them to shoulder the
trustees burden the plan was for between fifty and one hundred men to jointly pay
35000 in academy promissory notes the priesthood did not follow through and
smoot sadly concluded the people of this stake will not support the academy they
are not worthy of it george Q cannon journal june 24 july 17 1892 wilford
woodruff journal july 17 1892 priesthood meeting daily enquirer july 18 1892
1893 utah stake high priests quorum
161893
the conference daily enquirer january 16
minutes 1874 1913 october 15 1892 microfilm of holograph LDS church archives
the first presidency s second attempt came in march 1893 after the academy trustees
threatened suspension unless the church gave immediate assistance the presidency
allowed the academy 30000
30000 covering the schools mortgage from utah stake
tithing returns beginning april i1 1893 returns came slowly in the wake of financial
panic and by the spring of 1895 the figure was still not entirely collected substantial aid
from general church funds was in order after the academy s mortgage agent was notified to foreclose the academy loan unless paid at once anthon lund journal march 28
1893 william B preston to A 0 smoot march 30 1893 and william B preston to
203
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james W bean april 551893
Letter books LDS church archives
1893 presiding bishopric letterbooks
james R bacon quoted in brigham young academy trustees minutes september 7
1894 see also brigham young academy trustees minutes august 29
1893
291893
18gi
210 maeser to woodruff march 21
211891
211 george Q cannon journal december 21 1894 february ig
19 1895 deseret
national bank v brigham young academy and others 3397 first district court utah
november 14 1894 george C whitmore v brigham young academy and others
1894 joseph D jones v brigham young
3410 first district court utah november 26
261894
academy and others 3412 first district court utah november 28
1894 belmont &
281894
kinney v brigham young academy and others 3416 first district court utah
december i1 1894 all of these court records are located in the fourth judicial district
court provo smoot wilson dusenberry and S S jones endorsed promissory notes
in these suits smoot dusenberry jones david john myron tanner george snell
thomas cutler and H H cluff signed notes as security
212 A list of these notes was printed in wilkinson first one hundred years 1603 4
213 george Q cannon journal august 14 1895 after searching civil court
records from 1891 to 1895
189511 can find no evidence to support the claim that smoot in
order to protect his bank instituted suits against individuals who had borrowed
funds to assist the brigham young academy wilkinson first one hundred years 238
this source uses two examples to support the claim and both examples misread documents first the conclusion that smoot sued S S jones is based on a document in
which jones complains to the first presidency of a suit that has been brought against
prsdt A 0 smoot and W H dusenberry S S jones to the
me in connexion with prstt
first presidency november 30 1894 centennial history project papers this document does not say smoot and dusenberry sued jones it says suit was brought against
jones smoot and dusenberry who jointly signed for a loan in the academy s behalf
the suit is found in george C whitmore v brigham young academy and others 3410
first district court november 26 1894 second the conclusion that smoots bank
sued harvey H cluff is based on a document in which cluff pleads for smoot to drop
the matter and let us not impair the fellowship between us H H cluff to A 0 smoot
november 20 1893 abraham 0 smoot collection this matter refers not to the
academy but to a joint business venture going back to 1887 smoot invested oooo
3300
0000
3000
3000 in
the provo foundry and machine company of which cluff was president and when the
clufps
business failed smoot demanded compensation for his losses smoot rejected clumps
cluffs
offer of land in lieu of cash and threatened to have the utah stake high council decide
the case two apostles eventually settled the dispute see A 0 smoot to H H cluff
january 21 1893 abraham 0 smoot collection abraham H cannon journal
march 16 25
1894
251894
I1 have also found no support for the claim that A 0 smoot mortgaged personal
assets including his own home to raise money for the academy evidence for this claim
rests primarily on a statement smoot purportedly made to his wife annie handed
down in smoot family lore 11I havent a piece of property that is not mortgaged I have
had to do it to raise money to keep the brigham young academy going berlin abraham owen smoot 161 smoot family scrapbook reed smoot papers public land
records do not list any contemporaneous mortgages on the property where smoots
provo homes were located loans from local banks appear on the academy financial
record books but the books do not indicate whether this money came from mortgages
of private property smoot may have offered personal property as security when signing promissory notes for the academy though without the actual promissory notes
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which are no longer extant this claim is difficult to substantiate several extant promissory notes he signed in private business dealings list his own property as security he
may have done the same with notes in the academy s behalf this seems to be what benjamin cluff jr had in mind when he included smoot among academy trustees who
pledged their private property that the institution might have quarters adequate for its
needs brigham young academy catalogue 1901 2 BYU archives 4 nixon and
smoot abraham owen smoot 247 smoots own assessment in 1894 was that he was
and
Spring ville ist 2nd
security for 60000
60000 to 70000
70000 dollars in academy indebtedness springville
3rd
ard 4th
ath wards utah stake historical record july 1i 1894 LDS church archives
academy financial records show that smoot was reimbursed for the interest he
paid on the school s loans and promissory notes this is not to say however that
smoot could not have used his own money to make interest payments for which he was
never reimbursed if smoot contributed his own money to the school these contributions are not recorded on the academy receipt books which record his last contribution
during the 1886 87 school year of 100
loo
100 contribution does not include the tuition fees
smoot paid for his own children and several indigent children to attend the academy
1895 john henry smith
214 brigham young academy trustees minutes june 331895
journal august 16 1895 photocopy of holograph special collections manuscripts
division marriott library university of utah salt lake city wilford woodruff journal august 16 september 661895
1895 some of
211895
1895 george Q cannon journal august 21
the first presidency s payments are found in brigham young academy receipts and
io8111
disbursements 1889 1902
io 8111
105 108
lil regular interest payments on the presidency s
iii
1902105
long term promissory notes are found in benjamin cluff jr s papers located in the
longterm
BYU archives church promises and payments do not support the recent assertion that
smoots estate was divided and sold to meet the academy obligations totaling
66000
ooo nixon and smoot abraham owen smoot 217 250 smoot s assets were in fact
66
000
66000
divided and sold to meet 33000 in claims against his estate but there is no reason to
assume these claims were academy obligations smoot s businesses suffered greatly as
result of the panic of 1893 most of his personal assets were tied up in irredeemable
stock or land leaving him with almost no disposable income the best reason to question this recent assertion is simple claims made against the smoot estate do not match
the claims made against the academy compare wilkinson first one hundred years
603 4 nixon and smoot abraham owen smoot 236 37 brigham young academy
accounts 1889 1904
190444
1898 this was the cost after construc215 george Q cannon journal january 661898
18gi the academy invested an additional 11000 in 1884
tion resumed in 1891
216 this desire is most clearly expressed in george Q cannon journal june 24
11

11

1892

brigham young academy trustees minutes september 221903
cluff took a management position with the utah mexican rubber company
of which the church was a major investor
219 smoot quoted in taylor abraham 0 smoot 67
217
218
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